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Process System Engineering and the energy transition 
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Industrial Process and Energy Systems Engineering
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Computer Aided methods for Energy Systems Engineering
Prof. Francois Marechal, Chem Eng. 
Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne 
EPFL-STI-IGM-IPESE 
- Speciality Chief Editor :  
- Frontiers in Energy : Process and energy systems engineering section. 
- http://www.frontiersin.org/Process_and_Energy_Systems_Engineering 
- Scientific committee of IFP Energie Nouvelle  
- Board of ECOINVENT
My scientific challenge : 
Develop systemic approaches for the Rational Use and Conversion 
of Energy and Resources in Industrial Energy Systems
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Industrial Process and Energy Systems Engineering
• 15 Researchers developing research in 
Computer aided energy systems engineering  
– Thermo-economic-environomic modeling 
– Process and Energy Systems Integration 
•Modeling the system’s interactions 
•Energy-Water-Waste 
•Renewable Energy Integration 
– Multi-objective optimisation for decision support 
•Thermo-Economic and Environomic Pareto 
•Life Cycle Environmental Impact Assessment 
– Understanding the energetics of complex systems 
•Thermodynamic methods and metrics for system analysis and 
design
3
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3 Domains of application 4
4
District
Heat Pump
house fuel cell
Heat pump 
with geothermal
Air -water
heat pump
Gas engines ORC
Combined Cycle 
with fuel cell
Geothermal energy
Solar panels
•District networks : CO2 swiss knife!
•Smart grid : Virtual power plants!
•Industrial ecology/symbiosis!
•Integration of renewable energy resources
•Process integration!
•Pinch analysis!
•Exergy analysis!
•Energy conversion!
•Site Scale Integration!
•Water & Waste!
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Energy 
Conversion
Processes
Production
support
Raw 
materials
Energy
Products
By-products
Energy Water - solvent
Emissions
Environment
Air
Water Solids
distribution distribution
Heat 
losses
collection
Waste treatment
Energy and resource efficiency in industrial processes
•Fuel cells systems!
•Power plants, Biomass & Biofuels,...!
•Water prod., Waste water!
•CO2 capture!
•Electricity Storage
LENI Systems
Some results
Cmparing technologies and processes
Thermo-economic Pareto front
(cost vs e ciency):
LENI Systems
Quelques re´sultats
Comparaison des technologies
Optimisation de toutes les combinaisions technologiques
(couˆt et e´ cacite´):
  gaz. pre´ssurise´ a` chau age direct est la meilleure option  The best solution is the pressurised directly heated gasifier
69 / 87
Process system design Urban systems
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What is the Role of Process System Engineering 
for the energy transition ?

!
– Problem Statement

– Open Questions

!
Smart Engineers for Smart Systems ?
5
“System Engineering :  
   Treatment of Engineering Design as a decision making process”
Hazelrigg, 2012
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The Energy Transition 6
3 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
step change in the rate of progress and broader engagement of the full range of 
countries, sectors and stakeholders.
ETP scenarios present options rather than forecasts
ETP 2010 analyses and compares various scenarios. This approach does not aim 
to forecast what will happen, but rather to demonstrate the many opportunities to 
create a more secure and sustainable energy future. 
The ETP 2010 Baseline scenario follows the Reference scenario to 2030 outlined 
in the World Energy Outlook 2009, and then extends it to 2050. It assumes 
governments introduce no new energy and climate policies. In contrast, the BLUE 
Map scenario (with several variants) is target-oriented: it sets the goal of halving 
global energy-related CO2 emissions by 2050 (compared to 2005 levels) and 
examines the least-cost means of achieving that goal through the deployment of 
existing and new low-carbon technologies (Figure ES.1). The BLUE scenarios also 
enhance energy secu ity (e.g. by reducing dependence on fos il fuels) and bring 
other benefits that contribute to economic development (e.g. improved health 
due to lower air pollution). A quick comparison of ETP 2010 scenario results 
demonstrates that low-carbon technologies can deliver a dramatically different 
future (Table ES.1).
Figure ES.1   Key technologies for reducing CO2 emissions under the BLUE Map scenario
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WEO 2009 450 ppm case ETP 2010 analysis
CCS 19%
Renewables 17%
Nuclear 6%
Power generation efficiency
and fuel switching 5%
End-use fuel switching 15%
End-use fuel and electricity
efficiency 38%
Baseline emissions 57 Gt
BLUE Map emissions 14 Gt
Key point
A wide range of technologies will be necessary to reduce energy-related CO2 emissions substantially.
 Energy Technology Perspective 2010, International Energy Agency , 2010!
• Efficient energy and resources use and reuse 
• Efficient energy conversion 
• Integration of renewable energy resources 
• Large Scale and Complex System integration 
• Sustainable processes & Environmental impact
BLUE Map Scenario IEA 
max +2°C 
CO2today/2
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The Swiss Energy system today
C
om
paraison de tous les agents énergétiques de la production à la consom
m
ation
8 
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Holz/Kohle/Abfälle
Rohöl
Erdölprodukte
Gas
Kernbrennstoffe
Wasserkraft
Übrige erneuerbare Energien
Elektrizität
Fernwärme
Bois/Charbon/Déchets
Pétrole brut
Produits pétroliers
Gaz
Combustibles nucléaires
Energie hydraulique
Autres énergies reno velables
Electricité
Chaleur à distance
Raffinerien
Wasser- und 
Kernkraftwerke, 
diverse Erneuerbare
Gaswerke
Konventionell-
thermische Kraft-,
Fernheiz- und 
Fernheizkraftwerke
Inlandproduktion
Import
Export
Lagerveränderungen
Eigenverbrauch des 
Energiesektors 
und Verluste
Nicht energetischer
Verbrauch
Haushalte
Industrie
Dienstleistungen
Verkehr
Statistische Differenz
inklusive Landwirtschaft
Raffineries
Centrales hydrauliques 
et nucléaires, 
autres renouvelables
Usines à gaz
Centrales thermiques
class., chauffage à 
distance, centrales 
chaleur-force 
Production indigène
Importation
Exportation
Variations des stocks
Consommation propre
du secteur énergétique 
et pertes 
    
Consommation
non énergétique
Ménages
Industrie
Services
Transport
Différence statistique
y compris l’agriculture
Fig. 5 Detailliertes Energieflussdiagramm der Schweiz 2012 (in TJ)
 Flux énergétique détaillé de la Suisse en 2012 (en TJ)
Household
Industry
Services
Transport
28.4 % Total!
20% Heating
16 % ! Total!
8 % Heating
19 % Total!
11 %  Heating
35 % ! Total!
0 % Heating!
30 % Heating the environment
3375 W4485 W
W means Wyear/year/cap
Electricity = 24% 
	 Nuclear = 10%
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And One future One : 2000 W Society
5pVHDXJD]
Transport
(700 W)
CRJpQpUDWLRQ
94 W
FDUEXUDQW(595 W)
Industrie
(370 W)
Ménages
(310 W)
Services
(220 W)
Hydro
(851 W)
3URFpGp*16 
Gaz naturel
(478 W)
Biomasse
(350 W)
5pVHDXpOHFWULTXH

Electricitp (661 W)
ElectrolysH
20 W
105 W
10 W
3$&
53 W43 W
G16
(238 W)
32 W
170 W
3 W
22 W
9 W
185 W
&KDOHXUDPELDQWH
(160 W)
154 W
217 W
Heat (70 W)
21 W
H2
(17 W)
185 W
93 W
66 W
1700 W 1600 W
Gassner, et al.  Energy and Environmental Science 4, no. 5 (2011): 1742–1758.
Marechal, Francois, Daniel Favrat, and Eberhard Jochem.  Resources, Conservation and Recycling 44, no. 3 (2005): 245–262.!
28% import
W means Wyear/year/cap
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Sustainable Energy System design
9
Technologies Resources
EconomyEnvironment
Society
Knowledge Territory
Process & 
Energy Systems
System 
integration
Energy Services & Products
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• Actions 
– Sobriety => ask less for the same services  
– Efficiency => do more from the resources 
– Integrate => Look for synergies, define the right 
system boundaries 
– Renewables => Integrate the endogenous resources 
– Invest => Capital for equipments
Energy Transition 10
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The Vision : energy transition by system integration 11
Heat losses
Waste
ElectricityHeat recovery
Heat pump
Conversion
Waste management
Waste emissionsFossil 
resources
Biomass
Sun
Industrial urban site
A
B
C
A
B
C
CO2 Exergy
A
B
C
Costs
Key Performance Indicators
CO2 Valorisation
Raw materials
Products
Biofuel
CO2 sequestration
He
at
ing
Co
oli
ng
Process 
Integration
CO2
Process system engineering 
  Selection, Integration, Sizing and optimal Operation in industrial system
CH4
Heating
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Process 
Intensification
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!
!
Example in a brewing process
Process efficiency 12
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Analysing the process requirement 13
Malt Water
Mashing
Masche
Filtration
Water
Wort
Cooking
Hop
Cooling
Fermentation
Chilling Pasteurization et Packaging
Beer
Wort
Wort
Yeast
Steam
Cleaning in Place
Water
Husk 
Water
Beer Production Process
Heating
Cooling
System 
boundaries
? Bio methane ?
? Recover ?
? Waste heat to neighbour ?
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•Heat recovery but magic heat input/output 
– 2700 kW out of 4000 kW can be recovered by heat exchange
Maximum heat recovery by process integration 14
!"#$%&'()*+,-&
.%/+0%
Utility MER 
[kW]
Current 
[kW]
Hot utility 1386 2220
Cold utility - 16
Refrigeration utility 837 1200
Heat recovery leads to 37 % energy 
savings
Pinch analysis based on ∆Tmin assumption
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15The process system integration
Energy conversion Production support
Waste treatment
Environment
Energy
Water
Raw 
materials ProductsBy-Products
Heat losses WaterSolids
Energy
Air
Waste collection
Gaseous
Inert GasFuelElectricity GN
Energy 
distribution
Waste
Processes PUO
Support
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• 2 heat pumps + 1 cogeneration engine
Energy conversion system integration 16
Fuel 1677(kW
CHP !374%kWe
«(Heat(Pumps(» 295%kWe
Cooling(Water 3.0(kg/s
Fuel 1140(kW
CHP !166%kWe
«(Heat(Pumps(» 379%kWe
Cooling(Water 0.2(kg/s
11
Engine
HP 2 set up  (Tcond=351K)• HP1 set up 1 (Tcond=340K) 	
Becker H., Spinato G. and Marechal F., 2011b, A multi objective optimization method to integrate heat pumps in 
industrial processes, Computer Aided Chemical Engineering 29, 1673–1677.
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!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
1. Gas Boiler   2.Gas CHP  3.Gas CHP+MVR+HP (Tcond=66.5°C)  4.Gas CHP+MVR+HP (Tcond=77.5°C) 
!
!!
!
!
!
Energy conversion with Maximum Heat Recovery
17
Unit 1. 2. 3. 4. 
Natural Gas kW 2088 3279 1677 1140
Electricity kW 184 -863 -80 212
Cooling Water kg/s 17.1 17.1 3.2 0.2
Run. Costs FR k€/yr 332 210 205 212
Run. Costs GER k€/yr 520 283 312 336
TOTAL Costs FR k€/yr 332 308 274 274
TOTAL Costs GER k€/yr 520 380 381 398
TOTAL CO ton/yr 2459 3544 1912 1372
TOTAL CO ton/yr 2987 1094 1686 1976
2nd European Conference on Polygeneration - 30th March-1st April, 2011 - Tarragona, Spain
Energy /Resource Unit Cost 2007 (Without
Taxes)
CO2 Emissions
France
Electricity 0.0541 /kWhe 55gCO2/kWhe
Natural Gas 0.0271 /kWhLHV 231gCO2/kWhLHV
Water 0.00657 /m3 -
Germany
Electricity 0.0927 /kWhe 624gCO2/kWhe
Natural Gas 0.0417 /kWhLHV 231gCO2/kWhLHV
Table 2: Cost data and CO2 emissions for the electricity mix
0 1 2 3 4
Natural Gas [kW] 3133 2088 3279 1677 1140
Electricity [kWe] 465 184 -863 -80 212
Water [kg/s] 32.0 17.1 17.1 3.2 0.2
Run. Costs FR [k⇡/yr] 580 332 210 205 212
Run. Costs GER [k⇡/yr] 910 520 283 312 336
TOTAL Costs FR [k⇡/yr] 580 332 308 274 274
TOTAL Costs GER [k⇡/yr] 910 520 380 381 398
TOTAL CO2 FR* [ton/yr] 3767 2459 3544 1912 1372
TOTAL CO2 GER* [ton/yr] 5277 2987 1094 1686 1976
Table 3: Summary of the results
0 : reference
1 : Heat recovery and boiler
2 : Heat recovery and cogeneration engine
3 : Heat recovery, cogeneration, mechanical vapor recompression and heat pump at Tcond=66.5°C
4 : Heat recovery , , cogeneration, mechanical vapor recompression and heat pump at Tcond=77.5°C
Total Yearly Costs = Operating Costs+Annualised Investment (interest rate=5%, payback time=15
years)
7
Waste heat 
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•Organic waste (husk) bio-methanation 
– 75 Nm3 CH4/t husk 
•However… 
– Extra investment (digester), increased electric 
consu ptions (blender, pumps) 
– Heating requir ment (Cold stream @ 35 °C) 
!
• Available : 1660 kW as LHV of CH4
Waste management integration 18
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Evaluation : Bio-Methane integration : Results 19
• Natural gas = -95 % 
• Electricity = -147 %
Unit 1. 2. 3. 4. 
Biogas kW 1660 1660 1660 1660
Natural Gas kW 664 (2088) 711 (3279) 480 (1677) 200 (1140)
Electricity kW 264 (184) -924 (-863) -298 (-80) -219 (212)
Water kg/s 17.1 17.1 3.2 0.2
Run. Costs FR k€/yr 161 (332) -31 (210) -16 (205) -32 (212)
Run. Costs GER k€/yr 260 (520) -280 (283) -38 (312) -60 (336)
TOTAL Costs FR k€/yr 238 (332) 145 (308) 124 (274) 115 (274)
TOTAL Costs GER k€/yr 338 (520) -105 (380) 101 (381) 88 (398)
TOTAL CO ton/yr 839 (2459) 566 (3544) 471 (1912) 170 (1372)
TOTAL CO ton/yr 1588 (2987) -2060 (1094) -377 (1686) -452 (1976)
14Becker H., Spinato G. and Marechal F., 2011b, A multi objective optimization method to integrate heat pumps in 
industrial processes, Computer Aided Chemical Engineering 29, 1673–1677.
Import : 200 kWNG  
Export : 220 kWe 
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Conclusions : Before the analysis
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Products and by-products
Heat losses
Waste
Raw materials
Electricity
Heat recovery
Heat pumps and refrigeration
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Industrial food and agro symbiosis system
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Conclusion : if you use the hidden fuel
5
5
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– Holistic system approach 
•Think globally - act locally 
– Heat exchanger network design 
•Start-up & Shutdown 
•Flexibility 
– Combined heat/mass integration 
– Systematically extend the system boundaries 
•Urban / Industrial symbiosis 
– Decision support 
•Energy price uncertainty 
•Utility - Process interface 
–Utility => Energy bill 
–Process => Product quality 
– Energy service companies 
•Define a business from the integration ?
Open questions : Process energy efficiency 22
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Site Scale integration
Steam Network 
Heat recovery 
	 Boilers          Processes
	 CHP Turbines          
A tool for optimal synthesis of industrial refrigeration systems :!
Application to an olefins plant
Laboratory of Industrial Energy Systems - LENI - Swiss Federal Institute of Technology (Lausanne-CH) IPESE
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Industrial site integration (symbiosis)
P5	 Heating : 56.   
	 Cooling : 0.       
P1	Heating : 	 0.       
	 Cooling :	  16.        P2	Heating :	 115.       
	 Cooling :	 0.              
P3	Heating : 	 0.       
	 Cooling :	 24.         
P4	Heating :	 0.            
	 Cooling :	 109.           
SITE reference 
	 Heating :	 100.           
(171.) 
	 Cooling : 78.         
(150.)
Integrated SITE Heating integration 
 Heating : 42.    
 with Heat Pump : 30.   
FM_07/ 20008 2002
Heat recovery
• Representation with all the hot and cold streams 
– System sub-divisions 
– No abstraction of pockets potentials
Heat pump not useful for P3 Heat pump saving potential 
 for total site : 2957 kW (30%)
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Steam network integration
fl
ue
 g
as
es
Process 1 Process 2
HRB
C
Cooling system
Figure 17: Steam distribution network as a way of realising process streams heat exchange and
converting available exergy from a process
24
Combined heat and power production
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Application : the engineer creativity
systems including the energy conversion system.
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Figure 3: Balanced Grand composite curves of the
integrated system
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Figure 4: Integrated composite curves of the steam
network
Using the exergy losses as an objective func-
tion
Due to the linear nature of the problem, the use of
the energy cost as an objective function may reveals
some difficulties [16]. When the cost of fuel and
electricity is such that the electrical efficiency of
a cogeneration unit is attractive without the use of
heat (i.e. when the electrical efficiency of the unit
hel = WelLHVfuel is greater than
CLHV (e/kJ)
Cel(e/kJe
)) there is an
economical interest to produce electricity even with-
out cogeneration). In this case, the linear program-
ming procedure leads to a situation where the cogen-
eration unit is used at its maximum. This situation
usually does not occur when the investment cost are
properly considered or when the cost of the differ-
ent forms of energy are coherent with respect to the
electrical efficiency. Nevertheless, the relative price
of the different forms of energy will influence the
technology selection and their level of usage in the
integrated solution. When the target is the maximi-
sation of the system efficiency, alternative formula-
tions that take into account the value of energy in
the objective functions have to be considered. The
minimisation of the exergy losses (eq. 8) is an alter-
native way of formulating the objective function.
Min
Rk,yw, fw
nw
∑
w=1
( fw ⇥ (ΔExw 
nk
∑
k=1
Δexwk+ww)) (8)
In this relation, ΔExw is the exergy consumed to
produce the hot and cold streams and the electricity
of the conversion unit w, Δexwk is the heat-exergy
supplied by the nsw hot and cold streams of the con-
version unit w in the temperature interval k. Δexwk is
given by (9).
Δexwk =
nsw
∑
s=1
qsk ⇥ (1 
Ta ⇥ ln(Tk+1+ΔTmin/2sTk+ΔTmin/2s )
Tk+1 Tk ) (9)
Using this formulation, it is possible to define the
set of energy conversion technologies that minimises
the exergy losses of the system. It is even possible
to introduce the aspects related to the investment by
adding the grey exergy into the ΔExw term.
EXAMPLE
Let us consider the system requirements defined on
table 1. These result from the hot and cold compos-
ite curves of figure 1 and the Grand composite curve
of figure 2. For the calculations, we assumed that all
the possible process improvements were already im-
plemented before analysing the energy conversion
technologies integration.
Table 1: Minimum energy and exergy requirements
of the process
Energy Exergy
Heating (kW) +6854 +567
Cooling (kW) -6948 - 1269
Refrigeration (kW) +1709 + 157
Several optional energy conversion system config-
urations are studied, the results are summarized in
table 5 where the energy consumption of the energy
Maximum energy recovery
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conversion sub-systems are presented. The simplest
solution (option 1) is to integrate a boiler using nat-
ural gas (with a LHV of 44495 kJ/kg) and to cool
the process with cooling water. The refrigeration
needs will be supplied with a refrigeration cycle us-
ing ammonia (R717). The operating conditions of
the refrigeration cycle (table 2) have been obtained
by simulation considering the temperature levels in
the composite curve and the ΔTmin to be reached
in the heat exchangers. The integrated composite
curves presenting the results of the optimisation are
presented on figure 5 (left). The refrigeration cy-
cle consumption is of 314 kW corresponding to an
exergy efficiency of 50 %. It should be noted that
the energy consumption is higher than the MER due
to the losses at the boiler stack (398 K). The solu-
tion accounts for the possibility of air preheating to
valorise the energy excess available in the process.
The heat load of air preheating is of 131 kW. In or-
der to valorise the exergy potential, a steam network
has been integrated (Option 2). The steam network
headers are given on table 3, the isentropic efficiency
of the turbines are assumed to be of 70 %.
Table 2: Refrigeration cycle characteristics
Refrigerant R717 Ammonia
Reference flowrate 0.1 kmol/s
Mechanical power 394 kW
P Tin Tout Q ΔTmin/2
(bar) (°K) (°K) kW (°K)
Hot str. 12 340 304 2274 2
Cold str. 3 264 264 1880 2
Applying the rules of the appropriate placement of
heat pumping devices, 3 heat pumping cycles have
been proposed and simulated (table 4).
The high values of the COP are explained by the
very small temperature raise to be obtained from the
heat pump when considering small ΔTmin/2 values
for the heat exchangers. Using the optimisation tool,
the optimal flowrates in the three cycles have been
computed together with the new value of the fuel in
the boiler house (Option 4). In the example consid-
ered, this leads to a situation where the whole heat
requirement may be provided by the heat pumps.
When the steam network is considered together with
the heat pumps (Option 5), the results are slightly
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Option 1 : Carnot composite curves 
Process composite curve
Utility composite curve
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Option 5 : Carnot composite curves
Process composite curve
Utility composite curve
Figure 5: Carnot integrated composite curves of the
energy conversion system for options 1 (left) and 5
(right)
different since in this case, an additional amount of
energy is required by the system to balance the me-
chanical power produced by expansion in the steam
network. The solution of heat pumping is then com-
pared with a combined heat power production using
a gas turbine (Option 3). In this situation, the two
options are conflicting.
Energy and Exergy efficiency
The summary of the energy conversion system inte-
gration is given on table 6. It is shown that a MER
of 6854 kW for the heating requirement and of 1709
kW for the refrigeration requirement is finally sup-
plied with an equivalent 893 kW of fuel when con-
sidering the possibility of heat pumping and when
converting the exergy content of the process streams.
Compared to the boiler house solution, the new situ-
Table 3: Steam cycle characteristics
Header P T Comment
(bar) (K)
HP2 92 793 superheated
HP1 39 707 superheated
HPU 32 510 condensation
MPU 7.66 442 condensation
LPU 4.28 419 condensation
LPU2 2.59 402 condensation
LPU3 1.29 380 condensation
DEA 1.15 377 deaeration
R frigeration
Tabl 4: Characteristics of the heat pump system,
based on R123 as working fluid
Plow Tlow Phigh Thigh COP kWe
(bar) (°K) (bar) (K) -
Cycle 3 5 354 7.5 371 15 130
Cycle 2 6 361 10 384 12 323
Cycle 0 6 361 7.5 371 28 34
Table 5: Results of the energy conversion system
integration for different options
Opt Fuel GT CHP Cooling HP
kWLHV kWe kWe kW kWe
1 7071 - - 8979 -
2 10086 2957 9006 -
3 16961 5427 2262 9160 -
4 - - - 2800 485
5 666 - 738 2713 496
ation corresponds to a reduction by a factor 8 of the
fuel consumption. These data have been computed
by considering a fuel equivalence of 55% for the
electricity production (column Total 1). The order of
the solutions will be different if we consider the Eu-
ropean mix (38.7%) for the fuel equivalence (Table
6, column Total 2). In order not to rely on the defi-
nition of a fuel equivalence, an exergy efficiency hec
of the energy conversion system will be computed
considering the exergy of the process. In this defini-
tion, we consider that the energy services delivered,
i.e. the process exergy requirement (Eheat + Ef rg)
and the export of electricity (Wels), will be satisfied
with an efficiency of hec leading to an exergy con-
sumption of
Eheat+Ef rg+Wels
hec , while the exergy excess
(Ecool) will be converted with an efficiency of hec.
The balance (eq. 10) is equal to the energy resources
(Eres = f f uel ⇥ e f uel +Weli) converted in the energy
conversion system. Solving (10) gives the definition
of the exergy efficiency of the system (eq. 11). In
Table 6, it can be seen that the options that do not
convert the exergy excess (Ecool) have smaller ex-
ergy efficiencies. The best solutions are the one that
realise heat pumping that ”pump” the excess of ex-
ergy from below to above the pinch point.
Eres =
Eheat +Ef rg+Wels
hec
 Ecool ⇥hec (10)
hec =
Eres 
p
(Eres)2+4Ecool(Ef rg+Eheat +Wels)
 2Ecool
(11)
CONCLUSIONS
The application of the exergy concept combined
with pinch based methods for analysing the optimal
integration of energy conversion system of industrial
processes has been studied. The exergy compos-
ite curves is used to compute the minimum exergy
requirement of the process, considering the pinch
point location. The exergy requirement is obtained
by first considering an exergy loss resulting from
the definition of the ΔTmin. The remaining exergy
requirement is divided into thr e contributions: the
exergy required above the pinch point, the exergy
produced as energy excess between the pinch point
and the ambient temperature and the exergy required
for refrigera on. Starting with an en rgy conversion
system su erstructur , a linear programming formu-
lation is used to extract the optimal energy conver-
sion system configuration that supplies the process
energy requirement and that integrates the combined
heat and power production and the heat cascade. In
this formulation, it is possible to use eithe the en-
ergy cost or the exergy losses as an objective func-
tion. The exergy balanced composite curves and the
exergy integrated curves are used to visualise the ex-
ergy losses in the system. The exergy efficiency of
the conversion system is defined by comparing the
exergy resource consumption with the exergy export
and the process exergy, making the distinction be-
tween the exergy available and the exergy required.
This efficiency definition sets the focus on the ex-
Table 6: Energy and exergy efficiency of the differ-
ent options
Opt Fuel Net El. Total 1 Total 2 hec
kWLHV kWe kWLHV kWLHV %
1 7071.0 371.0 7745.5 8030 9.6
2 10086.0 -2481.0 5575.1 3675 30.6
3 16961.0 -7195.0 3879.2 -1630 45.16
4 0.0 832.0 1512.7 2149 49.6
5 666.0 125.0 893.3 989 50.5
Heat pumps!
Fluid R123
conversion sub-systems are presented. The simplest
solution (option 1) is to integrate a boiler using nat-
ural gas (with a LHV of 44495 kJ/kg) and to cool
the process with cooling water. The refrigeration
needs will be supplied with a refrigeration cycle us-
ing ammonia (R717). The operating conditions of
the refrigeration cycle (table 2) have been obtained
by simulation considering the temperature levels in
the composite curve and the ΔTmin to be reached
in the heat exchangers. The integrated composite
curves presenting the results of the optimisation are
presented on figure 5 (left). The refrigeration cy-
cle consumption is of 314 kW corresponding to an
exergy efficiency of 50 %. It should be noted that
the energy consumption is higher than the MER due
to the losses at the boiler stack (398 K). The solu-
tion accounts for the possibility of air preheating to
valorise the energy excess available in the process.
The heat load of air preheating is of 131 kW. In or-
der to valorise the exergy potential, a steam network
has been integrated (Option 2). The steam network
headers are given on table 3, the isentropic efficiency
of the turbines are assumed to be of 70 %.
Table 2: Refrigeration cycle characteristics
Refrigerant R717 Ammonia
Reference flowrate 0.1 kmol/
Mechanical power 394 kW
P Tin Tout Q ΔTmin/2
(bar) (°K) (°K) kW (°K)
Hot str. 12 340 304 2274 2
Cold str. 3 264 264 1880 2
Applying the rules of the appropriate placement of
heat pumping devices, 3 heat pumping cycles have
been proposed and simulated (table 4).
The high values of the COP are explained by the
very small temperature raise to be obtained from the
heat pump when considering small ΔTmin/2 values
for the heat exchangers. Using the optimisation tool,
the optimal flowrates in the three cycles have been
computed together with the new value of the fuel in
the boiler house (Option 4). In the example consid-
ered, this leads to a situation where the whole heat
requirement may be provided by the heat pumps.
When the steam network is considered together with
the heat pumps (Option 5), the results are slightly
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Option 1 : Carnot composite curves 
Process composite curve
Utility composite curve
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Figure 5: Carnot integrated co posite curves of the
energy conversion system for options 1 (left) and 5
(right)
different since in this case, an additional amount of
energy is required by the system to balance the me-
chanical power produced by expansion in the steam
network. The solution of heat pumping is then com-
pared with a combined heat power production using
a gas turbine (Option 3). In this situation, the two
options are conflicting.
Energy and Exergy efficiency
The summary of the energy conversion system inte-
gration is give on table 6. It is shown that a MER
of 6854 kW for the heating requirement and of 1709
kW for the refrigeration requirement is finally sup-
plied with an equivalent 893 kW of fuel when con-
sidering the possibility of heat pumping and when
converting the exergy content of the process streams.
Comp red to the boiler house solution, the new situ-
Table 3: Steam cycle characteristics
Header P T Comment
(bar) (K)
HP2 92 793 superheated
HP1 39 707 superheated
HPU 32 510 condensation
MPU 7.66 442 condensation
LPU 4.28 419 condensation
LPU2 2.59 402 condensation
LPU3 1.29 380 condensation
DEA 1.15 377 deaeration
Steam cycle
Boil r house : NG (44495 kJ/kg)!
Air Preheating!
Gas turbine : NG ( l. ff = 32%)
Hot utility
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Table 8
Results of the energy conversion system integration for di erent options
Option Fuel E˙+grid GT Steam cycle Cooling Heat pump
[kWLHV ] [kWe] [kWe] [kWe] [kW] [kWe]
1 7071.0 371.0 - - 8979.0 -
2 10086.0 -2481.0 - 2957.0 9006.0 -
3 16961.0 -7195 5427.0 2262.0 9160.0 -
4 0.0 832.0 - - 2800.0 485.0
5 666.0 125. - 738.0 2713 496.0
Table 9
Energy consumption and exergy e⇥ciency of the di  rent options
Option Fuel E˙+grid Total 1 Total 2  ec  ex Losses
[kWLHV ] [kWe] [kWLHV ] [kWLHV ] % % [kW]
1 7071.0 371.0 7745.5 8029.7 9.2 34.9 8868.0
2 10086.0 -2481.0 5575.1 3675.1 29.4 44.5 8830.0
3 16961.0 -7195.0 3879.2 -1630.7 43.5 51.3 11197.2
4 0.0 832.0 1512.7 2149.9 49.3 72.4 2408.1
5 666.0 125.0 893.3 989.0 49.6 72.6 1831.6
18
Results
Comb. + frg
Comb. + stm + frg
GT + stm + frg
hpmp + frg
hpmp + stm + frg
Total2 = m˙fuel ∗ LHVfuel +
(E+ − E−)
ηel
(= 38%(EUmix))
Total1 = m˙fuel ∗ LHVfuel +
(E+ − E−)
ηel
(= 55%(NGCC))
11% wrt combustion 
5 % of reference
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•How to organise heat transfer between processes 
– Third Party : ESCO ? 
•Process interfaces 
–contract + confidentiality 
– Restricted matches & HEN design 
•How to realise a holistic system design ? 
– Energy conversion 
•Combined Heat - Cold and power production 
•Waste management integration 
•Combined Water/Solvent/Hydrogen integration 
– Multiperiod 
•Processes operating scenarios 
– Robustness & flexibility 
•Operation 
•Robust design / backup equipment
Total site integration : Open questions 29
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Process system design 30
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The energy system engineering methodology
31
Solutions
Energy services 
Resources 
Context & Constraints
Process Superstructure
System Boundaries
Thermo chemical 
 Economics 
 Environmental impact
System performances indicators!
•Economic!
•Thermodynamic!
• Life cycle environmental impact
Results analysis!
•Exergy analysis!
•Composite curves!
•Sensitivity analysis!
•Multi-criteria
Technology options
System interfaces models!
 (Lego bricks)
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Cold composite curve
Hot composite curve
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DTm
DTm
Heat &  
   Mass integration!
Decision variables
Solving method
Thermo-economic Pareto
Multi-objective!
Optimization
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OSMOSE : Computer Aided Platform
Flowsheeting tools 
•BELSIM-VALI!
•gPROMS!
•ASPEN plus!
•HYSYS!
•Matlab!
•Simulink!
•(CITYSIM)!
•MODELICA!
•Others possible!
•CAPE-OPEN ?!
•PROSIM!
•UNISIM ?
Energy technology data base 
•Data/models interfaces!
•Simulation!
•Process integration interface!
•Costing/LCIA performances!
•Reporting/documentation!
•Certified dev procedure
Modeling tools integration
MILP/MINLP models 
Heat/mass integration!
Sub systems analysis!
Superstructure!
HEN synthesis models!!
Optimal control models 
MILP/ AMPL or GLPK!
Multi-period problems
Sizing/costing data base 
LCIA database (ECOINVENT)
Process integration
Grid computing
Multi-objective optimisation 
Evolutionary - Hybrid!
Problem decomposition!
Uncertainty
Decision support
GIS data base 
Industrial ecology!
Urban systems
GUI : Spreadsheets, Matlab
Data Structuring
Technology models data base 
Energy conversion!
Sharing knowledge
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Process synthesis of a fuel cell hybrid system 33
Facchinetti, Emanuele, Daniel Favrat, and François Marechal.  Fuel Cells, no. 0 (2011): 1-8.!
⌘d =
E 
CH4+LHV
= 80%
80 - 82%
12- 10%100%
Facchinetti, M, Daniel Favrat, and Francois Marechal. 
“Sub-atmospheric Hybrid Cycle SOFC-Gas Turbine 
with CO2 Separation.” PCT/IB2010/052558, 2011.!
Facchinetti et al.: Innovative Hybrid Cycle Solid Oxide Fuel Cell-Inverted Gas Turbine with CO2 Separation
fuel cell and thus reduced fuel cell cooling requirement.
Indeed, the optimal HCP fuel cell air excess decreases with
the pressure ratio (Figure 4). HCox and HCair are character-
ized by a nearly constant steam to carbon ratio and fuel cell
air excess.
The cathodic turbine pressure ratio remains nearly con-
stant for HCox while decreases slightly for HCair with
respect to the anodic pressure ratio (Figure 5).
Figure 6 displays the relation between the pressure ratio
and the anodic and cathodic compressor inlet temperatures.
Anodic and cathodic compressor inlet temperatures of HCair
are minimized in order to reduce the compression work.
The compressor inlet temperatures of HCox are slightly
higher than the lower limit of the range. This is due to the
low temperature heat load required by the system energy
integration.
Corrected composite curves of optimal solutions, charac-
terized by the same pressure ratio, are compared in
Figures 7–9. The decision variables describing those solutions
are presented in Table 2. The corrected composite curves
represent the relation between corrected temperature
!T±!DTmin!2"" and the heat load specific to the power output.
/ -
/ -
Fig. 3 Pressure ratio vs. steam to carbon ratio with max TIT = 1,573 K.
/ -
/ -
Fig. 4 Pressure ratio vs. fuel cell air excess with max TIT = 1,573 K.
/ -
/ -
Fig. 5 Pressure ratio vs. cathodic turbine pressure ratio with max
TIT = 1,573 K.
/ K
Fig. 6 Pressure ratio vs. compressor inlet temperature with max
TIT = 1,573 K.
/ K
Fig. 7 HCox composite curves of optimal solution with p = 3 and max
TIT = 1,573 K.
Table 2 Decision variables for optimal solutions p = 3 and max
TIT = 1,573 K.
Variables HCox HCair HCP
nsc 1.35 1.30 1.65
Tsr [K] 1,065 1,073 1,071
Tfc [K] 1,072 1,073 1,073
k 3.3 2.6 2.6
l 0.8 0.8 0.8
p 3 3 3
pcathode 2.9 3.0 –
Tic cathode [K] 299 298 –
Tic anode [K] 304 298 –
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Heat integration
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• Replace centralised power plants 
– 1 unit of 750 MWe / 61% elec
A paradigme for the energy system ? 34
• by … 
– 75000  units of 10 kWe / 80% elec 
– Distributed 
– 13% cogeneration
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• 3D design + Lego ? 
– 3D Design 
– 3D Models 
– Sensors 
– 4D Control 
– Grids Connected 
– or Mobile => Range extender in cars
Process system design Challenge 35
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• 3D designs for 3D printing ?
Smart system design ? 36
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Facchinetti et al.: Innovative Hybrid Cycle Solid Oxide Fuel Cell-Inverted Gas Turbine with CO2 Separation
fuel cell and thus reduced fuel cell oling requirement.
Indeed, the optimal HCP fuel cell air excess decreases with
the pressure ratio (Figure 4). HCox and HCair are character-
ized by a nearly constant steam to carbon ratio and fuel cell
air excess.
The cathodic turbine pressure ratio remains nearly con-
stant for HCox while decreases slightly for HCair with
respect to the anodic pressure ratio (Figure 5).
Figure 6 displays the relation between the pressure ratio
and the anodic and cathodic compressor inlet temperatures.
Anodic and cathodic compressor inlet temperatures of HCair
are minimized in order to reduce the compression work.
The compressor inlet temperatures of HCox are slightly
higher than the lower limit of the range. This is due to the
low temperature heat load required by the system energy
integration.
Corrected composite curves of optimal solutions, charac-
terized by the same pressure ratio, are compared in
Figures 7–9. The decision variables describing those solutions
are presented in Table 2. The corrected composite curves
represent the relation between corrected temperature
!T±!DTmin!2"" and the heat load specific to the power output.
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Fig. 3 Pressure ratio vs. steam to carbon ratio with max TIT = 1,573 K.
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Fig. 4 Pressure ratio vs. fuel cell air excess with max TIT = 1,573 K.
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Fig. 5 Pressure ratio vs. cathodic turbine pressure ratio with max
TIT = 1,573 K.
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Fig. 6 Pressure ratio vs. compressor inlet temperature with max
TIT = 1,573 K.
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Fig. 7 HCox composite curves of optimal solution with p = 3 and max
TIT = 1,573 K.
Table 2 Decision variables for optimal solutions p = 3 and max
TIT = 1,573 K.
Variables HCox HCair HCP
nsc 1.35 1.30 1.65
Tsr [K] 1,065 1,073 1,071
Tfc [K] 1,072 1,073 1,073
k 3.3 2.6 2.6
l 0.8 0.8 0.8
p 3 3 3
pcathode 2.9 3.0 –
Tic cathode [K] 299 298 –
Tic anode [K] 304 298 –
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Fuel Cell
Fuel processing
Gas turbine
Power 
Cond
Air
Natural gas
Water
Air
Water
CO2
3D Design 
3D Modeling 
3D System control 
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Motivation : for a typical Swiss household 37
Heat pump 
COP=5
72 We
361 W
SOFC  
effe= 82%
113 W
873 W
Env. : 290 W 475 W
456 We
188 We
Heating
Electricity
Mobility
528 W
760 W
1200 W
2450 W
Savings : 65 %
70 kWh/100 km 
Natural Gas Vehicle
11 kWhe/100 km 
Electrical Vehicle
Natural Gas
W means Wyear/year/cap
Natural Gas716 We
Fue
Fuel 
Gas Po
A
Natu
W
A
W
C
90%
60%
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• Smart engineers: 
Renewable energy integration 
!
Producing Natural gas from Wood
38
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Renewable natural gas : Synthetic natural gas from biomass 39
Gassner, M., and F. Maréchal. “Thermo-economic optimisation of the integration of electrolysis in synthetic 
natural gas production from wood.” Energy 33, no. 2 (February 2008): 189-198.!
WOOD Natural Gas (SNG) CO2 (pure)
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LENI Systems
Flowsheet generation (2)
Energy-integration model
Integrating heat recovery technologies in the superstructure
43 / 87
Closing the energy balance 40
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LENI Systems
Flowsheet generation (2)
Energy-integration model
MILP resolution: ... to an integrated solution
49 / 87
Energy balance closed!
CHP optimized
Process integration of the energy usage 41
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LENI Systems
Some results
Cmparing technologies and processes
Thermo-economic Pareto front
(cost vs e ciency):
LENI Systems
Quelques re´sultats
Comparaison des technologies
Optimisation de toutes les combinaisions technologiques
(couˆt et e´ cacite´):
  gaz. pre´ssurise´ a` chau age direct est la meilleure option  The best solution is the pressurised directly heated gasifier
69 / 87
• Each point of the Pareto is a process design
Comparing options 42
Gassner, Martin, and François Maréchal.  Energy & Environmental Science 5, no. 2 (2012): 5768 – 5789. 
Note : 1.5 years of alc lation time !
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• Process superstructure, extended with LCI 
!
!
!
!
!
!
➡ use of ecoinvent emission database (1) for each LCI element, to 
take into account off-site emissions
Environmental Process performance indicators 43
(1) http://www.ecoinvent.org
wastewater
cradle-to-gate LCA system limits
hard wood 
chips
soft wood 
chips
transport to 
SNG plant
empty 
transport
wood chips 
production wood chips
thermo-economic model flows
LCA model  flows,  added
LCA model  flows,  value 
directly taken from t-e model
NOx PM CO2 (biogenic 
+ fossil)
gypsum ZnO CO2 (fossil)
polymeric 
membranes
SNG
Functional 
Unit: 1MJout  
FNG (substituted)
purification
CO2 (biogenic)
compression
compression
flue gas 
drying
indirectly heated, steam 
blown gasification 
directly heated, oxygen 
blown gasification 
H2O (v)
Q
H2O (v)
air
air
O2
olivine
charcoal
combustion
Q
cold gas 
clean-up (filter, 
scrubber, guard 
beds)
internally 
cooled, fluidised 
bed reactor
 water
CaCO3
CaCO3
ZnO 
oil (starting)
drying
gasification 
gas 
clean-up
methane 
synthesis
heat recovery system
Q
Q
Q
H2O (v)
Ni, Al2O3 
(catalyst)
Ni, Al2O3 
electricity 
(mix substituted if produced)
air separation
Q
ion transfer membranes
boiler, steam network 
and turbines
Identification of Life Cycle Inventory elements
Gerber, L. et al., 2010 Comp & Chem Eng., 1405-1410!
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•Optimal configurations
LCA based design 44
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indirectly heated 
gasification (FICFB)
 
 
indirectly heated 
gasification (FICFB)
 
 indirectly heated 
gasification with
torrefaction (FICFB, torr)
indirectly heated 
gasification with
torrefaction (FICFB, torr)
 
 
pressurized indirectly heated 
gasification (pFICFB) pressurized indirectly heated 
gasification (pFICFB)
pressurized indirectly heated 
gasification with hot gas
 cleaning (pFICFB, hcl)
pressurized indirectly heated 
gasification with hot gas
 cleaning (pFICFB, hcl)
directly heated 
gasification (CFB)
directly heated 
gasification (CFB)
directly heated gasification 
and hot gas cleaning (CFB,hcl) directly heated gasification 
and hot gas cleaning (CFB,hcl)
Gerber, L. et al., 2010 Comp & Chem Eng., 1405-1410!
Land & supply chain are constraints
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• Selecting the process in the Pareto set
Decision-making 45
Pareto optimal front  
for given economic  
scenario
 Obj1
Obj2 Select which optimal  
process configuration 
under which conditions ?
Solutions ranking  
based on probability  
→Decision-making support
Impact on 
decision criteria
Distribution  
functions
Economic 
parameters
Ranking 
# of times 
in top 5
Obj1
3
2
1
Obj1
Decision 
criteria
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•Uncertainty of the economical conditions 
– Economic assumptions probability distribution functions 
•Normal, uniform, beta distribution
Decision-making 46
[IEA, EU, ZEP,…]
IPESE
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• Relative competitiveness of Pareto solutions 
– Ranking with regard to most economically competitive solution 
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
– CO2 capture is economically competitive for 
 capture rates between 70 and 85%!
Decision-making 47
x
Laurence Tock, Thesis, 2013
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• How to deal with engineers creativity ? 
– Combinatorial 
•Models sharing 
– Documentation 
– Consistency 
– Transferability 
•Model interoperability 
– Different softwares 
• Data base of models 
– Interface ontology 
– Meta-models : e.g. from Pareto sets 
– Systematic superstructure definition 
•  e.g. biorefineries 
• Integration of supply chains 
• Integration of Life cycle Impact assessment metrics 
• Robustness & uncertainty
Open questions 48
IPESE
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• Biorefinery concept 
–  Integrated biofuel system
Extending the system boundaries 49
IPESE
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LENI Systems
Site integration: process couplings
EtOH & SNG
Ethanol production from lignocellulosic biomass:
input: 58 MWth,wood
steam cycle
Input wood 100 %
ethanol 32.3 %
Output SNG -
electricity 17.1 %
chem. e⇤ciency (  NGCC=55%) 62.3 %
total e⇤ciency 49.4 %
Energy balance for di⇥erent process integration options (without seed train, non-optimised).
76 / 87
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LENI Systems
Site integration: process couplings
EtOH & SNG
Ethanol production from lignocellulosic biomass:
input: 58 MWth,wood
steam cycle
Input wood 100 %
ethanol 32.3 %
Output SNG -
electricity 17.1 %
chem. e⇤ciency (  NGCC=55%) 62.3 %
total e⇤ciency 49.4 %
Energy balance for di⇥erent process integration options (without seed train, non-optimised).
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LENI Systems
Site integration: process couplings
EtOH & SNG
Ethanol production from lignocellulosic biomass:
input: 58 MWth,wood
steam cycle IGCC
Input wood 100 % 100 %
ethanol 32.3 % 32.3 %
Output SNG - -
electricity 17.1 % 21.5 %
chem. e⇤ciency (  NGCC=55%) 62.3 % 70.0 %
total e⇤ciency 49.4 % 53.8 %
Energy balance for di⇥erent process integration options (without seed train, non-optimised).
78 / 87
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LENI Systems
Site integration: process couplings
EtOH & SNG
Ethanol production from lignocellulosic biomass:
input: 58 MWth,wood
steam cycle IGCC SNG
Input wood 100 % 100 % 100 %
ethanol 32.3 % 32.3 % 32.3 %
Output SNG - - 40.3 %
electricity 17.1 % 21.5 % -3.0 %
chem. e⇤ciency (  NGCC=55%) 62.3 % 70.0 % 67.3 %
total e⇤ciency 49.4 % 53.8 % 70.5 %
Energy balance for di⇥erent process integration options (without seed train, non-optimised).
79 / 87
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LENI Systems
Site integration: process couplings
EtOH & SNG
Ethanol production from lignocellulosic biomass:
input: 58 MWth,wood
steam cycle IGCC SNG + steam
Input wood 100 % 100 % 100 % 100 %
ethanol 32.3 % 32.3 % 32.3 % 32.2 %
Output SNG - - 40.3 % 30.5 %
electricity 17.1 % 21.5 % -3.0 % 1.5 %
chem. e⇤ciency (  NGCC=55%) 62.3 % 70.0 % 67.3 % 65.3 %
total e⇤ciency 49.4 % 53.8 % 70.5 % 64.2 %
Energy balance for di⇥erent process integration options (without seed train, non-optimised).
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LENI Systems
Site integration: process couplings
EtOH & SNG
Ethanol production from lignocellulosic biomass:
input: 58 MWth,wood
steam cycle IGCC SNG + steam + HP
Input wood 100 % 100 % 100 % 100 % 100 %
ethanol 32.3 % 32.3 % 32.3 % 32.2 % 32.2 %
Output SNG - - 40.3 % 30.5 % 41.9 %
electricity 17.1 % 21.5 % -3.0 % 1.5 % -1.0 %
chem. e⇤ciency (  NGCC=55%) 62.3 % 70.0 % 67.3 % 65.3 % 72.3 %
total e⇤ciency 49.4 % 53.8 % 70.5 % 64.2 % 73.1 %
Energy balance for di⇥erent process integration options (without seed train, non-optimised).
82 / 87
Gassner, M. and Maréchal F.  ECOS2010 proceedings, Suping Zang et al.  Energy and fuels 23, no. 3 (2009): 1759-1765!
!
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• Resource productivity
Large scale integration : multi-grids
56
Gas grid
CO2 grid
District heating Electricity
Supply chain
• SNG = 75 % 
• Elec = 2% 
• Heat = 13 %
©Francois Marechal -IPESE-IGM-STI-EPFL 2013
CO2 capture
• District heating integration
TECHNOLOGIE NEUE KRAFTWERKE
TECHNOLOGIE NOUVELLES CENTRALES
Bulletin 11 / 20132
gazeuses. Outre leur maturité technolo-
gique, ces procédés se distinguent par le 
taux de capture du CO2, la consomma-
tion en énergie (chaleur et/ou électricité) 
et par les coûts d’investissement.
De plus, le choix d’une ressource 
renouvelable pour la production d’élec-
tricité dans une centrale électrique peut 
être très favorable. En la combinant 
avec la capture du CO2, il est même 
possible d’obtenir un bilan négatif en 
carbone, la biomasse ayant, par la pho-
tosynthèse, capturé le CO2 de l’atmos-
phère.
Défis du CCS
Si le potentiel de réduction des émis-
sions de CO2 dans la production d’élec-
tricité par CCS est important, le coût 
énergétique et économique représente 
un désavantage majeur. De manière 
générale, la capture consomme 10 % du 
pouvoir énergétique du combustible et 
les coûts d’investissement sont augmen-
tés de près d’un tiers [1,2].
L’introduction d’une taxe sur le CO2 
émis permet de compenser ces désa-
vantages en pénalisant les procédés 
classiques. Il est donc important de dis-
poser de méthodes systématiques qui 
permettent de comparer les diﬀérentes 
options et de développer des procédés 
intégrant de manière optimale les tech-
niques de capture afin d’évaluer la com-
pétitivité thermo-environomique des 
diﬀérentes options technologiques dans 
un contexte économique donné, mais 
néanmoins incertain.
Approche systématique pour 
la conception des procédés
Pour comparer les diﬀérentes options, 
le groupe « Industrial Process and Energy 
Systems Engineering » a développé une 
méthode pour la conception, l’analyse et 
l’optimisation thermo-économique et 
environnementale de procédés. Celle-ci 
(figure 2) combine la simulation de procé-
dés avec les techniques d’intégration éner-
gétique, l’évaluation des coûts, l’analyse 
du cycle de vie (ACV) et utilise des tech-
niques d’optimisation multi-objectif [4-6].
Après avoir identifié les technologies 
potentielles, les transformations chimiques 
et physiques de chaque procédé sont simu-
lées et les besoins énergétiques identifiés. 
Afin d’améliorer l’utilisation rationnelle 
de l’énergie, la récupération de chaleur 
dans le procédé est maximisée et l’eﬃca-
cité de la conversion des ressources est 
optimisée en appliquant des techniques 
d’intégration énergétique comme la 
méthode du pincement (encadré) permet-
tant de résoudre la cascade thermique [7]. 
À partir de ce résultat, les diﬀérents équi-
Variables 
de décision Modèle physique
Bilans matière et énergie
(Aspen Plus, Belsim Vali)
Modèle d'intégration
énergétique
Méthode du pincement
Modèle économique et
modèle d'ACV
Problème global
Frontière de
Pareto
Fonctions
objectives obj
obj1
obj2
Optimisation
multi-objectif
Figure 2 Méthodologie d’optimisation thermo-environomique.
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-
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Reformage
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Génération de 
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²
a
b
Figure 3 Options 
comparées pour la 
capture de CO2 dans 
des centrales élec-
triques : a) la post-
combustion et b) la 
précombustion.
300 MWe No CS CCS CCS + DHC
Natural gas (MJ/MJe) 1.698 2.016 2.016
District heating (MW) 47 MW (50000 hab)
NG for district (MJ/MJth) 0.174 0.174 0
Total 1.872 2.191 2.016
CO2 (kgCO2/GJe) 115.8 25.8 14.9
0.157 GJth/GJe (80°C/50°C)
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• Definition of the energy needs 
– Heating 
– Air renewal 
– Hot water 
– Waste Water 
– Air renewal
Process integration in buildings 58
Text
Tw Twmin
TrTs
Do not forget Carnot (Exergy demand) : 
	 * Heat with the lower temperature possible  
	 * Cool with the highest possible temperature
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Local heat recovery 59
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Local Heat pumping on waste water 60
-20
0
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T
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Heating Hot water
recovery
Recoverable
Heat requirement
20 kWe
Heat pumping on water supply ?
COP = 5 to 6
Heat pumping on waste water 
- Heat exchange 
- Heat storage 
- Water storage
IPESE
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• Characterizing the services
Define the demands of a district 61
For one building
for all the building in the city
Seasonal temperature 
variation
Heating signature Heating  
temperature
IPESE
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The urban system integration 62
• Multi Energy services 
– Electricity 
– Heating 
– Cooling 
– Hot water 
– Refrigeration 
– Industrial processes 
– Agglomeration of demands 
– Composite curves ? 
– Heat-temperature diagrams 
– thermal distribution 
➡Seasonal profiles 
•stochastic ! 
➡Evolution scenarios 
➡buildings stock 
➡refurbishment
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-
6°C Minimum power requirement for heating 
and hot water production (Mid-Season)
Minimum cooling power requirement
2005
Scenarios:
Cooling range
Composite curve of the Geneva canton
Heating & 
Hot water production, 
Power [MW] at -6°C
5.36 - 11.11 [MW]
2.87 - 5.35
1.08 - 2.86
0.00 - 1.07
Girardin,  et al.. “EnerGis: A Geographical Information Based System for the Evaluation of Integrated Energy Conversion Systems in Urban Areas.” Energy 35, no. 2 (2010): 830–840.
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Energy system design : problem definition 63
Given a set of energy conversion technologies : 
Where to locate the energy conversion technologies ? 
How to connect the buildings ? 
How to operate the energy conversion technologies ?
1 Symbols
Roman letters
An Annuities of a given investment [-]
Ai,j,p Surface of the pipe of network p between nodes i and j [m2]
B Arbitrarily big value
Caw Investment costs for air/water heat pump(s) [CHF]
Cboiler Annual investment costs of the boiler(s) [CHF/year]
Cfix Fix part of investment costs for a given device [CHF]
Cgas Total gas costs [CHF]
cgas Gas costs [CHF/kWh]
Cgrid Total grid costs [CHF]
cgrid Grid costs [CHF/kWh]
C inv Investment costs of a given device [CHF]
C invan Annual investment costs of a given device [CHF]
Cpipes Total costs for the piping [CHF]
Cprop Fix part of investment costs for a given device [CHF/kW]
Cref Investment costs of a device chosen as reference [CHF]
Cww Investment costs for water/water heat pump(s) [CHF]
CO2
gas Total CO2 emissions for one year due to the combustion of gas [kg]
co2gas CO2 emissions due to the combustion of gas per kWh [kg/kWh]
CO2
grid Total CO2 emissions for one year due to the consumption of electricity from the grid [kg]
co2grid CO2 emissions due to the consumption of electricity from the grid [kg/kWh]
COP awt,k Coe⇤cient of performance for the air/water heat pump during period t at node k [-]
COPwwt,k Coe⇤cient of performance for a water/water heat pump during period t at node k [-]
cp Isobaric specific heat [kJ/(K· kg)]
Disti,j Distance between nodes i and j [m]
Ht Number of hours in period t [hour]
Econst,k Electricity consumption during period t at node k [kW]
Eexpt,k Eletricity exported to the grid during period t by device e [kW]
Egridt,k Electricity bought from the grid during period t [kW]
Eawt,k Electricity consumed by the air/water heat pump during period t at node k [kW]
Ewwt,k Electricity consumed by the water/water heat pump during period t at node k [kW]
Elosst,k Electricity losses during period t [kW]
Epumpt Pumping power for the network during period t [kW]
Etecht,k,e Electricity produced or consumed during period t at node k by device e [kW]
Fm Maintenance factor [-]
Gast Overall gas consumption during period t [kg]
Lmine Minimum allowable part-load of device e [-]
Mbuildt,k
Mass flow of water from the network, circulating during period t through the
building at node k to heat up the building [kg/s]
Mpipet,i,j,p
Mass flow of water flowing during period t, in network p, from node i to node
j [kg/s]
Mmaxt,p,i,j
Maximum mass flow of water flowing in network p, from node i to node j, over
all periods of time [kg/s]
M techt,k
Mass flow from the network being heated up by the device(s) at node k during
period t [kW]
MT buildt,k
Mass flow from the network flowing through a device at node k during period
t, to be re-heated, times its temperature [(kg/s)K]
2
MT pipet,i,j,p
Mass flow flowing during period t from node i to node j in the network p, times
its temperature [(kg/s)K]
N Expected lifetime for a given investment [year]
Ploss Pressure losses in the pipes [Pa/m]
Qawt,k Heat delivered by the air/water heat pump to the consumer at node k during period t [kW]
Qboilert,k Heat delivered by the boiler at node k during period t [kW]
Qconst,k Heat consumption at node k during period t [kW]
Qnett,k Heat delivered by the network to the consumer at node k during period t [kW]
Qnet wwt,k Heat delivered by the network to the water/water heat pump at node k during period t [kW]
Qtecht,k,e Heat produced by device e located at node k during period k [kW]
Qwwt,k Heat delivered by an water/water heat pump to the consumer at node k during period t [kW]
r Interest rate [-]
S Size of a given device [kW]
Sawk Nominal size of the air/water heat pump located at node k [kW]
Sboilerk Nominal size of the boiler at node k [kW]
Snome Nominal power of a device [kW]
Sref Size of a device chosen as reference [kW]
Swwk Nominal power of the water/water heat pump located at node k [kW]
T atm Atmospheric temperature [K]
T cold Temperature of the heat source for heat pumps [K]
T const,k Temperature at which the heat is required by the consumer at node k during period t [K]
T hot Temperature of the heat sink for heat pumps [K]
T net Design temperature of the network [K]
v Velocity of the water through the pipes [m/s]
X = 1 if a device exists, 0 otherwise
Xawk = 1 if there is an air/water heat pump at node k, 0 otherwise
Xboilerk = 1 if there is a boiler at node k, 0 otherwise
Xgase = 1 if device e needs gas to operate, 0 otherwise
Xnodek = 1 if a device e is implemented at node k, 0 otherwise
Xtechk,e = 1 if a device can be implemented at node k, 0 otherwise
Xwwk = 1 if there is an water/water heat pump at node k, 0 otherwise
Y i,j,p = 1 if a connection exists between i and j for network p , 0 otherwise
Greek letters
 Theat Pinch at the heat-exchangers [K]
 Tnet ww Temperature di⇥erence of the water in the network when it ser es as heat source for water/water heat pump(s) [K]
 boiler Thermal e⌅ciency of the boiler(s) [-]
 ele Electric e⌅ciency of device e [-]
 grid E⌅ciency of the grid [-]
 the Thermal e⌅ciency of device e [-]
⇥ Exergetic e⌅ciency [-]
⇤ Density [kg/m3]
Indices
k nodes
i, j connection from node i to node j
t time
e technologies
3
Network superstructure
1 Symb ls
Roman letters
An Annuities for a given investment [-]
Ai,j,p Area of the pipe between nodes i and j of network p [m2]
B Arbitrarily big value
Caw Investment costs for air/water heat pump(s) [CHF]
Cboiler Annual investment costs for the boiler(s) [CHF/year]
Cfix Fix part of the investment costs for a given device [CHF]
Cgas Total annual natural gas costs [CHF/year]
cgas Natural gas costs [CHF/kWh]
Cgrid Total annual grid costs [CHF/year]
cgrid Grid costs [CHF/kWh]
C inv Investment costs of a given device [CHF]
C invan Annual investment costs of a given device [CHF/year]
Cpipes Total annual costs for the piping [CHF/year]
Cprop Fix part of the investment costs for a given device [CHF/kW]
Cref Investment osts of a device chose as reference [CHF]
Cww Investment costs for water/water heat pump(s) [CHF]
CO2
gas Total annual CO2 emissions due to the combustion of natural gas [kg/year]
co2gas CO2 emissions due to the combustion of natural gas [kg/kWh]
CO2
grid Total annual CO2 emissions due to the consumption of electricity from the grid [kg/year]
co2grid CO2 emissions due to the consumption of electricity from the grid [kg/kWh]
COPhp Coe⇤cient of performance of the central heat pump
COP awt,k Coe⇤cient of performance for the air/water heat pump during period t at node k [-]
COPwwt,k Coe⇤cient of performance for a water/water heat pump during period t at node k [-]
cp Isobaric specific heat [kJ/(K· kg)]
Disti,j Distance between nodes i and j [m]
Ht Number of hours in period t [hour]
Econst,k Electricity consumption during period t at node k [kW]
Eexpt,e Eletricity exported to the grid during period t by device e [kW]
Egridt,k Electricity bought from the grid during period t by node k [kW]
Eawt,k Electricity consumed by the air/water heat pump during period t at node k [kW]
Ewwt,k Electricity consumed by the water/water heat pump during period t at node k [kW]
Elosst Electricity losses during period t [kW]
Epumpt Pumping power for the network during period t [kW]
Etecht,k,e Electricity produced or consumed during period t at node k by device e [kW]
Fs Scaling factor [-]
Fm Maintenance factor [-]
Gast Natural gas consumption during period t [kg]
Lmine Minimum allowable part-load of device e [-]
Mbuildt,k Water circulating during period t through the building at node k, to heat it up [kg/s]
Mpipet,i,j,p Water flowing during period t, from node i to node j, in network p [kg/s]
Mmaxi,j,p Maximum flow of water between nodes i and j, in network p, over all periods [kg/s]
M techt,k Water being heated up by the device(s) during period t, at node k [kg/s]
MT techt,k Water flowing through a device during period t at node k to be re-heated, times its temperature [(kg/s)K]
2
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1 Symbols
Roman letters
An Annuities for a given investment [-]
Ai,j,p Area of the pipe between nodes i and j of network p [m2]
B Arbitrarily big value
Caw Investment costs for air/water heat pump(s) [CHF]
Cboiler Annual investment costs for the boiler(s) [CHF/year]
Cfix Fix part of the investment costs for a given device [CHF]
Cgas Total annual natural gas costs [CHF/year]
cgas Natural gas costs [CHF/kWh]
Cgrid Total annual grid costs [CHF/year]
cgrid Grid costs [CHF/kWh]
C inv Investment costs of a given device [CHF]
C invan Annual investment costs of a given device [CHF/year]
Cpipes otal annual costs for the piping [CHF/ye r]
Cprop Fix part of the investment costs for a given device [CHF/kW]
Cref Investment costs of a device chosen as reference [CHF]
Cww Investment costs for water/water heat pump(s) [CHF]
CO2
gas Total annual CO2 emissions due to the combustion of natural gas [kg/year]
co2gas CO2 emissions due to the combustion of natural gas [kg/kWh]
CO2
grid Total annual CO2 emissions due to the consumption of electricity from the grid [kg/year]
co2grid CO2 emissions due to the co sumption of electricity from the grid [kg/kWh]
COPhp Coe⇤cient of performance of the central heat pump
COP awt,k Coe⇤cient of performance for the air/water heat pump during period t at node k [-]
COPwwt,k Coe⇤cient of performance for a water/water heat pump during period t at node k [-]
cp Isobaric specific heat [kJ/(K· kg)]
Disti,j Distance between nodes i and j [m]
Ht Number of h urs in period t [hour]
Econst,k Electricity consumption duri g period t at node k [kW]
Eexpt,e Eletricity exported t the grid during p riod t by device e [kW]
Egridt,k Electricity bought from the grid during period t by node k [kW]
Eawt,k Electricity consumed by the air/water heat pump during period t at node k [kW]
Ewwt,k Electricity consumed by the water/water heat pump during period t at node k [kW]
Elosst Electricity losses during period t [kW]
Epumpt Pumping power for the network during period t [kW]
Etecht,k,e Electricity produced or consumed during period t at node k by device e [kW]
Fs Scaling factor [-]
Fm Maintenance factor [-]
Gast Natural gas consumption during period t [kg]
Lmine Minimum allowable part-load of device e [-]
Mbuildt,k Water circulating during period t through the building at node k, to heat it up [kg/s]
Mpipet,i,j,p Water flowing during period t, from node i to node j, in network p [kg/s]
Mmaxi,j,p Maximum flow of water between nodes i and j, in network p, over all periods [kg/s]
M techt,k Water being heated up by the d vice(s) during period t, at node k [kg/s]
MT techt,k Water flowing through a device during period t at node k to be re-heated, times its temperature [(kg/s)K]
2
1 Symbols
Roman letters
An Annuities for a given investment [-]
Ai,j,p Area of the pipe between nodes i and j of network p [m2]
B Arbitrarily big value
Caw Investment costs for air/water heat pump(s) [CHF]
Cboiler Annual investment costs for the boiler(s) [CHF/year]
Cfix Fix part of the investment costs for a given devic [CHF]
Cgas Total annual natural gas costs [CHF/year]
cgas Natural gas costs [CHF/kWh]
Cgrid Total annual grid costs [CHF/year]
cgrid Grid costs [CHF/kWh]
C inv Investm nt costs of a given device [CHF]
C invan Annual investment costs of a given devic [CHF/year]
Cpipes Total annual costs for the piping [CHF/year]
Cprop Fix part of the investment costs for a given device [CHF/kW]
Cref Investment costs of a device chosen as reference [CHF]
Cww Investment costs for water/water heat ump(s) [CHF]
CO2
gas Total annual O2 emissions due to the combustion of natural gas [kg/year]
co2gas CO2 emissions due to the combustio of natural g [kg/kWh]
CO2
grid T tal annual CO2 emissions due to the consumption of electricity from the grid [kg/year]
co2gr d CO2 emissions due to the consumption of electricity from the grid [kg/kWh]
COPhp Coe⇤cient of performance of the central heat pump
COP awt,k Coe⇤cient of performance for the air/water heat pump during period t at node k [-]
COPwwt,k Coe⇤cient of performance for a water/water heat pump during period t at node k [-]
cp Isobaric specific heat [kJ/(K· kg)]
Di ti,j Distance between nodes i and j [m]
Ht Number f hours in period t [hour]
Econst,k Electricity consumption during period t at node k [kW]
Eexpt,e Eletricity exported to the grid during period t by device e [kW]
Egridt,k Electricity bought from the grid during period t by node k [kW]
Eawt,k Electricity consumed by the air/water heat pump during period t at node k [kW]
Ewwt,k Electricity consumed by the water/water heat pump during period t at node k [kW]
Elosst Electricity losses during period t [kW]
Epumpt Pumping power for the network during period t [kW]
E echt,k,e Electrici y produc d or consumed during period t at node k by device e [kW]
Fs Scaling factor [-]
Fm Maintenance factor [-]
Gast Natural gas consumption during period t [kg]
Lmine Minimum allowable part-load of device e [-]
Mbuildt,k Water circulating d ring period t through the building at node k, to heat it up [kg/s]
Mpipet,i,j,p Water flowing during period t, from node i to node j, in network p [kg/s]
Mmaxi,j,p Maximum flow of water between nodes i and j, in network p, over all periods [kg/s]
M techt,k Water being heated up by the device(s) during period t, at node k [kg/s]
MT techt,k Water flowing through a device during period t at node k to be re-heated, times its temperature [(kg/s)K]
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Mai tenance
Gas
Electricity
Electricity
Emissions
1 Symbols
Roman letters
An Annui ies for a given investment [-]
Ai,j,p Area of the pipe be ween nodes i and j of network p [m2]
B Arbitrarily big value
Caw Investment costs for air/water heat pump(s) [CHF]
Cboiler Annual investment costs for the boiler(s) [CHF/year]
Cfix Fix part of the investment costs for a given device [CHF]
Cgas Total annual natural gas costs [CHF/year]
cgas Natur gas costs [CHF/kWh]
Cgrid Total nnual grid cos s [CHF/ye r]
cgrid Grid costs [CHF/kWh]
C inv Investment co ts of a given device [CHF]
C inan Annual investment costs of a given device [CHF/year]
Cpipes Total a nual costs for the piping [CHF/year]
Cprop Fix part of the investment costs for a given device [CHF/kW]
Cref Invest ent costs of a device chosen as reference [CHF]
Cww Investment costs for water/water he t pump(s) [ ]
CO2
gas t l annual CO2 emissions due to the combustion of natural gas [kg/year]
co2gas CO2 emissions due to the combustion of na ural gas [kg/kWh]
CO2
grid Total annual CO2 emissions due to the consumption of electricity from the grid [kg/year]
co2grid CO2 emissions due to the consumption of electricity from the grid [kg/kWh]
COPhp Coe⇤cient of performance of the central heat pump
COP awt,k Coe⇤cient of performance for the air/water heat pump during period t at node k [-]
COPwwt,k Coe⇤cient of performance for a water/water heat pump during period t at node k [-]
cp Is ba ic specific h at [kJ/(K· kg)]
Disti,j Distance between nodes i and j [m]
Ht Number of hours in period t [hour]
Econst,k Electricity c nsumption during period t at node k [kW]
Eexpt,e Eletricity exported to the grid during period t by device e [kW]
Egridt,k Electricity bought from the grid during period t by node k [kW]
Eawt,k Electricity consumed by the air/water heat pump during period t at node k [kW]
Ewwt,k Electricity consumed by the water/water heat pump during period t at node k [kW]
Elosst Electricity losses during period t [kW]
Epumpt Pumping power for the network during period t [kW]
Etecht,k,e ctricit produc or consume ring period t at no e k by device e [kW]
Fs Scaling factor [-]
Fm Maintenance factor [-]
Gast Natural gas consumption during period t [kg]
Lmine Minimum allowable part-load of device e [-]
Mbuildt,k Wate irculating during period t through the building at node k, to heat it up [kg/s]
Mpipet,i,j,p Water flowing during period , from node i to node j, in network p [kg/s]
Mmaxi,j,p Maximum flow of water between nodes i and j, in network p, over all periods [kg/s]
M techt,k Water being heated up by the device(s) during period t, at node k [kg/s]
MT techt,k Water flowing through a device during period t at node k to be re-heated, times its temperature [(kg/s)K]
2
1 Symbols
Roman letters
An Annui ies for a given investment [-]
Ai,j,p Area of the pipe between nodes i and j of network p [m2]
B Arbitrarily big value
Caw Investment costs for air/water heat pump(s) [CHF]
Cboiler A nual investment costs for the boiler(s) [CHF/year]
Cfix Fix par of the inv stm t cost for a given device [CHF]
Cgas Total annual natural gas costs [CHF/year]
cgas Natural gas costs [CHF/kWh]
Cgrid Total annual grid costs [CHF/year]
cgrid Grid costs [CHF/kWh]
C inv Investment costs of a given device [CHF]
i
an Annual inve ment costs of a given device [CHF/year]
pipes Total a nual costs for the piping [CHF/year]
rop Fix part of the inves ment costs for a given device [CHF/kW]
ref Investmen costs of a device ch sen as reference [CHF]
ww Investment costs for water/water heat pump(s) [CHF]
CO2
gas Tot l annual CO2 emissions due to the combustion of natural gas [kg/year]
co2gas CO2 emissions due to t e combustion of natural gas [kg/kWh]
CO2
grid Total annual CO2 emissions due to the consumption of electricity from the grid [kg/year]
co2grid CO2 emission due to the onsumption of electricity from the grid [kg/kWh]
COPhp Coe⇤ci of per mance of th central heat pump
COP awt,k Coe⇤cient of perfor ance for the air/water heat pump during period t at node k [-]
COPwwt,k Coe⇤cient of performance f r a at r/water heat pump during pe iod t at node k [-]
cp Isobaric specific heat [kJ/(K· kg)]
Disti,j Distance between nodes i and j [m]
t Number of hours in period t [hour]
cons
t, Electricity consumption during period t at node k [kW]
Eletricity exported to the grid during period t by d vice e [kW]
i Electricity bought from the grid during period t by node k [kW]
t, Electricity consumed by the air/water heat pump during period t at node k [kW]
t,k Electricity consumed by the water/water heat pump during period t at node k [kW]
loss
t Electricity losses during period t [kW]
Epumpt Pumping power for the network during period t [kW]
Etecht,k,e Electricity p oduced or consumed during period t at ode k by device e [kW]
Fs Scaling fact r [-]
Fm Maintenan e factor [-]
Gast Natural gas consumption during period t [kg]
Lmine Minimum allowable part-load of device e [-]
Mbuildt,k Water circulating during period t through the building at node k, to heat it up [kg/s]
pipe
t,i,j,p Wat flowing during period t, from node i to node j, in network p [kg/s]
max
i,j,p Maximum flow of water between nodes i and j, in network p, over all periods [kg/s]
tech
t,k Water being heated up by the device(s) during period t, at node k [kg/s]
MT tech,k Water flowing through a device during period t at node k to be re-heated, times its temperature [(kg/s)K]
2
Industry
Power!
plant
Waste!
treat.
Fuel plant.
 . [5]  Francois Marechal, Celine Weber, and Daniel Favrat. Multi-Objective Design and Optimisation of Urban Energy Systems, pages 39–81. Number ISBN: 978-3-527-31694-6. Wiley, 2008.                     
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Access to local resources 64
Heating & 
Hot water production, 
Power [MW] at -6°C
5.36 - 11.11 [MW]
2.87 - 5.35
1.08 - 2.86
0.00 - 1.07
Girardin et al., NERGIS,  A geographical information based system for the evaluati n 
of integrated energy conversion systems in urban areas, Energy, 2010
15 °C
13°C-16°C
3°C
18 °C
5 l/s/1000 hab
60 kWth
Biogas 9 kW
Sludge 6 kWth
200 kWth
<1 kWe
70 kWth 250 kWth
COP =4.8 
50 kWe
COP =6.2 
10 kWe
3 kWth
3 kWe
9 kWth
Potential = 330 Wth/hab 
Usable = 185 W/hab 
Heat demand = 440 W/hab 
Electricity cons. = 33 W/hab
1000 hab
329 kWth
40°C
Network
440 kWth
40%
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Carbon valorisation of renewable energy source 65
Micro Algae 
Dye cells photo bioreactor 
Nazeeruddin/Ludwig
Hydro Thermal Gasification 
Kroecher/Ludwig
SOFC -SOFC-GT 
Schiffmann-Vanherle
Bio methanisation 
(STEP)
Hybrid Concentrated PV 
IBM/AirlightEnergy/Haussener
Redox Flow bat. 
Girault
Methanation 
Zuettel
Solid Oxide Electrolysis 
VanHerle
Water Treatment 
Electricity management 
BlueWatt Eng. 
Liquid Methane Storage 
Schiffmann Liquid CO2 Storage
O2
H2
CH4 +CO2
CH4
CH4
CO2
CO2
Sludge
Electrical Grid
Electrical Grid
Salts
Waste H2O
H2O Sludge
H2O
City buildings
Data centers
CH4 to grid
H2 to grid
CO2 from grid
H2 storage 
Formic Acid (Laurenczy) 
Hydrate
H2
SUN
CO2
C(H2O)
Micro-algae H2 
Fisher (HES)
High temperature solar tower 
Solar Dish 
Haussener, AirlightEnergy
CAS 
Ruffer
Air
Batterie
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CO2 District heating network for multiple sources 66
L: 48.3 b - V: 47.3 b 
CO2 : 48 b 
Hvap = 180 kJ/kg 
T = 15°C -13 °C 
Liq :0.8 kg/l 
Vap:0.15 kg/l 
Central plant
Pressure regulation
Exchange with the environment
Users: 
 Air Conditioning 
 Data centers 
 Refrigeration
Users: 
 Space Heating 
 Industry 
 Services
Cross section = Cross section water/4
• The CO2 network integration : reduction of 84% of the 
primary energy consumption if specific technologies are used 
• Profitability analysis : break-even in 5 years 
• Combined with SOFC cogeneration : savings reach 88 % 
• Combined with renovation : savings reach 92 % ! 
Complex system with heating and cooling :  (ERA) 687’800 m2  
•Commercial:  23% inc. HVAC and refrigeration 
•Offices:   60 % inc. data center 
•Residential:  17%
HENCHOZ S, FAVRAT D., WEBER C Performance and profitability perspectives of a CO2 based district energy network in 
Geneva’s city center. DHC13, 13rd Int Symposium on District Heating and cooling, Copenhagen Sept 2012!
Advanced district heating systems for complex urban systems
Heating  53.2 GWh 
Cooling 49.4 GWh
56 % related to equipment Investment !
Cost of services :
IPESE
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• Can we solve a problem ? 
– 100000 buildings 
– 100000 + nodes => routing algorithm 
– Centralised and decentralised energy 
conversion technologies ? 
– How to estimate the profit 
•infrastructure investment : 60 years 
•daily and seasonal variation of the operation 
•decentralised and centralised units
Open question 68
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• Building density 
– nb + m2 
• Power density 
• Annual energy
Indice de coût des réseaux [cts/kW]
Température aller : 90°C.
0.65 - 1.08
1.09 - 1.45
1.46 - 1.94
1.95 - 2.56
2.57 - 3.29
3.30 - 4.72
4.73 - 6.38
6.39 - 7.96
cts/kWh
District heat distribution cost : cts CHF/annual kWh 69
LENI Systems
ÉCOLE POLYTECHNIQUE
FÉDÉRALE DE LAUSANNE
INTRODUCTION METHODOLOGY REQUIREMENTS RESSOURCES DISTRICT HEATING CONVERSION CONCLUSION
Investment costs estimation
DISTRICT HEAT DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
Investment costs estimation
Annualised network cost 
(90°C, prediction 2030) 
[CHF/MWh]
0.6 - 10
10 - 20
20 - 60
> 60
  LDHN = 2(Nb   1)K
s
Ah
Nb
  T⇥supply = Treturn + (Tsupply   Treturn) · (1 +
floss,ref
Tsupply Tground
Tref Tground )
  Q˙DHN = m˙DHNcpfluid (T⇥supply   Treturn)
  dDHN =
vuut 4m˙DHN
 vs⇥(T⇥supply )
  CDHN =
(c1dDHN + c2)LDHN
1
⇤
Q˙DHN
[CHF/kWh]
Industrial Energy Systems LaboratoryEcole Polytechnique Fe´de´rale de Lausanne
Girardin, Luc, François Marechal, Matthias Dubuis, Nicole Calame-Darbellay, and Daniel Favrat. “EnerGis: A 
Geographical Information Based System for the Evaluation of Integrated Energy Conversion Systems in Urban 
Areas.” Energy 35, no. 2 (February 2010): 830–840.!
Clustering Approach
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• 40 time steps : 7 days*5 sequence + 1 Extreme * 5 
 => instead of 8760 hours 
• Probability of appearance (number of days) 
• Using clustering techniques
Evaluation of the operational cost 70
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• Problem Size : Agglomeration methods ? 
– Decomposition / meta models ? 
– Use Pareto-sets as models 
– mass and heat integration => services definition 
• Time scale problem 
– When to invest ? 
•building stock evolution 
•Infrastructure development 
–life time = 60 years 
–underground 
– Operation 
•Daily - Seasonal storage 
• Stochasticity 
– people 
•Behaviours 
•Customers 
– renewable 
– markets (Services/Energy) 
• Robust design methods 
• Uncertainty management 
– multi-stakeholders
Open Questions 71
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Virtual power plant concept 72
What is the role of the district as a micro grid for the electricity supply ?
1 Symbols
Roman letters
An Annuities of a given investment [-]
Ai,j,p Surface of the pipe of network p between nodes i and j [m2]
B Arbitrarily big value
Caw Investment costs for air/water heat pump(s) [CHF]
Cboiler Annual investment costs of the boiler(s) [CHF/year]
Cfix Fix part of investment costs for a given device [CHF]
Cgas Total gas costs [CHF]
cgas Gas costs [CHF/kWh]
Cgrid Total grid costs [CHF]
cgrid Grid costs [CHF/kWh]
C inv Investment costs of a given device [CHF]
C invan Annual investment costs of a given device [CHF]
Cpip s Total costs for the piping [CHF]
Cprop Fix part of investment costs for a given device [CHF/kW]
Cref Investment costs of a device chosen as reference [CHF]
Cww Investment costs for water/water heat pump(s) [CHF]
CO2
gas Total CO2 emissions for one year due to the combustion of gas [kg]
co2gas CO2 emissions due to the combustion of gas per kWh [kg/kWh]
CO2
grid Total CO2 emissions for one year due to the consumption of electricity from the grid [kg]
co2grid CO2 emissions due to the consumption of electricity from the grid [kg/kWh]
COP awt,k Coe⇤cient of performance for the air/water heat pump during period t at node k [-]
COPwwt,k Coe⇤cient of performance for a water/water heat pump during period t at node k [-]
cp Isobaric specific heat [kJ/(K· kg)]
Disti,j Distance between nodes i and j [m]
Ht Number of hours in period t [hour]
Econst,k Electricity consumption during period t at node k [kW]
Eexpt,k Eletricity exported to the grid during period t by device e [kW]
Egridt,k Electricity bought from the grid during period t [kW]
Eawt,k Electricity consumed by the air/water heat pump during period t at node k [kW]
Ewwt,k Ele tricity consumed by the water/water heat pump during period t at node k [kW]
Elosst,k Electricity losses during period t [kW]
Epumpt Pumping power for the network during period t [kW]
Etecht,k,e Electricity produced or consumed during period t at node k by device e [kW]
Fm Maintenance factor [-]
Gast Overall gas consumption during period t [kg]
Lmine Minimum allowable part-load of device e [-]
Mbuildt,k
Mass flow of water from the network, circulating during period t through the
building at node k to heat up the building [kg/s]
Mpipet,i,j,p
Mass flow of water flowing during period t, in network p, from node i to node
j [kg/s]
Mmaxt,p,i,j
Maximum mass flow of water flowing in network p, from node i to node j, over
all periods of time [kg/s]
M techt,k
Mass flow from the network being heated up by the device(s) at node k during
period t [kW]
MT buildt,k
Mass flow from the network flowing through a device at node k during period
t, to be re-heated, times its temperature [(kg/s)K]
2
MT pipet,i,j,p
Mass flow flowing during period t from node i to node j in the network p, times
its temperature [(kg/s)K]
N Expected lifetime for a given investment [year]
Ploss Pressure losses in the pipes [Pa/m]
Qawt,k Heat delivered by the air/water heat pump to the consumer at node k during period t [kW]
Qboilert,k Heat delivered by the boiler at node k during period t [kW]
Qconst,k Heat consumption at node k during period t [kW]
Qnett,k Heat delivered by the network to the consumer at node k during period t [kW]
Qnet wwt,k Heat delivered by the network to the water/water heat pump at node k during period t [kW]
Qtecht,k,e Heat produced by device e located at node k during period k [kW]
Qwwt,k Heat delivered by an water/water heat pump to the consumer at node k during period t [kW]
r Interest rate [-]
S Size of a given device [kW]
Sawk Nominal size of the air/water heat pump located at node k [kW]
Sboilerk Nominal size of the boiler at node k [kW]
Snome Nominal power of a device [kW]
Sref Size of a device chosen as reference [kW]
Swwk Nominal power of the water/water heat pump located at node k [kW]
T atm Atmospheric temperature [K]
T cold Temperature of the heat source for heat pumps [K]
T const,k Temperature at which the heat is required by the consumer at node k during period t [K]
T hot Temperature of the heat sink for heat pumps [K]
T net Design temperature of the network [K]
v Velocity of the water through the pipes [m/s]
X = 1 if a device exists, 0 otherwise
Xawk = 1 if there is an air/water heat pump at node k, 0 otherwise
Xboilerk = 1 if there is a boiler at node k, 0 otherwise
Xgase = 1 if device e needs gas to operate, 0 otherwise
Xnodek = 1 if a device e is implemented at node k, 0 otherwise
Xtechk,e = 1 if a device can be implemented at node k, 0 otherwise
Xwwk = 1 if there is an water/water heat pump at node k, 0 otherwise
Y i,j,p = 1 if a connection exists between i and j for network p , 0 otherwise
Greek letters
 Theat Pinch at the heat-exchangers [K]
 Tnet ww Temperature di⇥erence of the water in the network when it ser es as heat source for water/water heat pump(s) [K]
 boiler Thermal e⌅ciency of the boiler(s) [-]
 ele Electric e⌅ciency of device e [-]
 grid E⌅ciency of the grid [-]
 the Thermal e⌅ciency of device e [-]
⇥ Exergetic e⌅ciency [-]
⇤ Density [kg/m3]
Indices
k nodes
i, j connection from node i to node j
t time
e technologies
3
Grids
1 Symbols
Roman letters
An Annuities for a given investment [-]
Ai,j,p Area of the pipe between nodes i and j of network p [m2]
B Arbitrarily big value
Caw Investment costs for air/water heat pump(s) [CHF]
Cboiler Annual investment costs for the boiler(s) [CHF/year]
Cfix Fix part of the investment costs for a given device [CHF]
Cgas Total annual natural gas costs [CHF/year]
cgas Natural gas costs [CHF/kWh]
Cgrid Total annual grid costs [CHF/year]
cgrid Grid costs [CHF/kWh]
C inv Investment costs of a given device [CHF]
C invan Annual investment costs of a given device [CHF/year]
Cpipes Total annual costs for the piping [CHF/year]
Cprop Fix part of the investment costs for a given device [CHF/kW]
Cref Investment osts of a device chose as reference [CHF]
Cww Investment costs for water/water heat pump(s) [CHF]
CO2
gas Total annual CO2 emissions due to the combustion of natural gas [kg/year]
co2gas CO2 emissions due to the combustion of natural gas [kg/kWh]
CO2
grid Total annual CO2 emissions due to the consumption of electricity from the grid [kg/year]
co2grid CO2 emissions due to the consumption of electricity from the grid [kg/kWh]
COPhp Coe⇤cient of performance of the central heat pump
COP awt,k Coe⇤cient of performance for the air/water heat pump during period t at node k [-]
COPwwt,k Coe⇤cient of performance for a water/water heat pump during period t at node k [-]
cp Isobaric specific heat [kJ/(K· kg)]
Disti,j Distance between nodes i and j [m]
Ht Number of hours in period t [hour]
Econst,k Electricity consumption during period t at node k [kW]
Eexpt,e Eletricity exported to the grid during period t by device e [kW]
Egridt,k Electricity bought from the grid during period t by node k [kW]
Eawt,k Electricity consumed by the air/water heat pump during period t at node k [kW]
Ewwt,k Electricity consumed by the water/water heat pump during period t at node k [kW]
Elosst Electricity losses during period t [kW]
Epumpt Pumping power for the network during period t [kW]
Etecht,k,e Electricity produced or consumed during period t at node k by device e [kW]
Fs Scaling factor [-]
Fm Maintenance factor [-]
Gast Natural gas consumption during period t [kg]
Lmine Minimum allowable part-load of device e [-]
Mbuildt,k Water circulating during period t through the building at node k, to heat it up [kg/s]
Mpipet,i,j,p Water flowing during period t, from node i to node j, in network p [kg/s]
Mmaxi,j,p Maximum flow of water between nodes i and j, in network p, over all periods [kg/s]
M techt,k Water being heated up by the device(s) during period t, at node k [kg/s]
MT techt,k Water flowing through a device during period t at node k to be re-heated, times its temperature [(kg/s)K]
2
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Investment
Operating cost
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1 Symbols
Roman l tters
An Annuities for a given investment [-]
Ai,j,p Area of the pipe between nodes i and j of network p [m2]
B Arbitrarily big value
Caw Investment costs for air/water heat pump(s) [CHF]
Cboiler Annual investment costs for the boiler(s) [CHF/year]
Cfix Fix part of the investment costs for a given device [CHF]
Cgas Total annual natural gas costs [CHF/year]
cgas Natural gas costs [CHF/kWh]
Cgrid Total annual grid costs [CHF/year]
cgrid Grid costs [CHF/kWh]
C inv Investment costs of a given device [CHF]
C invan Annual investment costs of a given device [CHF/year]
Cpipes otal annual costs for the piping [CHF/ye r]
Cprop Fix part of the investment costs for a given device [CHF/kW]
Cref Investment costs of a device chosen as reference [CHF]
Cww Investment costs for water/water heat pump(s) [CHF]
CO2
gas Total annual CO2 emissions due to the combustion of natural gas [kg/year]
co2gas CO2 emissions due to the combustion of natural gas [kg/kWh]
CO2
grid Total annual CO2 emissions due to the consumption of electricity from the grid [kg/year]
co2grid CO2 emissions due to the co sumption of electricity from the grid [kg/kWh]
COPhp Coe⇤cient of performance of the central heat pump
COP awt,k Coe⇤cient of performance for the air/water heat pump during period t at node k [-]
COPwwt,k Coe⇤cient of performance for a water/water heat pump during period t at node k [-]
cp Isobaric specific heat [kJ/(K· kg)]
Disti,j Distance between nodes i and j [m]
Ht Number of h urs in period t [hour]
Econst,k Electricity consumption duri g period t at node k [kW]
Eexpt,e Eletricity exported t the grid during p riod t by device e [kW]
Egridt,k Electricity bought from the grid during period t by node k [kW]
Eawt,k Electricity consumed by the air/water heat pump during period t at node k [kW]
Ewwt,k Electricity consumed by the water/water heat pump during period t at node k [kW]
Elosst Electricity losses during period t [kW]
Epumpt Pumping power for the network during period t [kW]
Etecht,k,e Electricity produced or consumed during period t at node k by device e [kW]
Fs Scaling factor [-]
Fm Maintenance factor [-]
Gast Natural gas consumption during period t [kg]
Lmine Minimum allowable part-load of device e [-]
Mbuildt,k Water circulating during period t through the building at node k, to heat it up [kg/s]
Mpipet,i,j,p Water flowing during period t, from node i to node j, in network p [kg/s]
Mmaxi,j,p Maximum flow of water between nodes i and j, in network p, over all periods [kg/s]
M techt,k Water being heated up by the d vice(s) during period t, at node k [kg/s]
MT techt,k Water flowing through a device during period t at node k to be re-heated, times its temperature [(kg/s)K]
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1 Symbols
Roman letters
An Annuities for a given investment [-]
Ai,j,p Area of the pipe between nodes i and j of network p [m2]
B Arbitrarily big value
Caw Investment costs for air/water heat pump(s) [CHF]
Cboiler Annual investment costs for the boiler(s) [CHF/year]
Cfix Fix part of the investment costs for a given devic [CHF]
Cgas Total annual natural gas costs [CHF/year]
cgas Natural gas costs [CHF/kWh]
Cgrid Total annual grid costs [CHF/year]
cgrid Grid costs [CHF/kWh]
C inv Investm nt costs of a given device [CHF]
C invan Annual investment costs of a given devic [CHF/year]
Cpipes Total annual costs for the piping [CHF/year]
Cprop Fix part of the investment costs for a given device [CHF/kW]
Cref Investment costs of a device chosen as reference [CHF]
Cww Investment costs for water/water heat ump(s) [CHF]
CO2
gas Total annual O2 emissions due to the combustion of natural gas [kg/year]
co2gas CO2 emissions due to the combustio of natural g [kg/kWh]
CO2
grid T tal annual CO2 emissions due to the consumption of electricity from the grid [kg/year]
co2gr d CO2 emissions due to the consumption of electricity from the grid [kg/kWh]
COPhp Coe⇤cient of performance of the central heat pump
COP awt,k Coe⇤cient of performance for the air/water heat pump during period t at node k [-]
COPwwt,k Coe⇤cient of performance for a water/water heat pump during period t at node k [-]
cp Isobaric specific heat [kJ/(K· kg)]
Di ti,j Distance between nodes i and j [m]
Ht Number f hours in period t [hour]
Econst,k Electricity consumption during period t at node k [kW]
Eexpt,e Eletricity exported to the grid during period t by device e [kW]
Egridt,k Electricity bought from the grid during period t by node k [kW]
Eawt,k Electricity consumed by the air/water heat pump during period t at node k [kW]
Ewwt,k Electricity consumed by the water/water heat pump during period t at node k [kW]
Elosst Electricity losses during period t [kW]
Epumpt Pumping power for the network during period t [kW]
E echt,k,e Electrici y produc d or consumed during period t at node k by device e [kW]
Fs Scaling factor [-]
Fm Maintenance factor [-]
Gast Natural gas consumption during period t [kg]
Lmine Minimum allowable part-load of device e [-]
Mbuildt,k Water circulating d ring period t through the building at node k, to heat it up [kg/s]
Mpipet,i,j,p Water flowing during period t, from node i to node j, in network p [kg/s]
Mmaxi,j,p Maximum flow of water between nodes i and j, in network p, over all periods [kg/s]
M techt,k Water being heated up by the device(s) during period t, at node k [kg/s]
MT techt,k Water flowing through a device during period t at node k to be re-heated, times its temperature [(kg/s)K]
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Mai tenance
Gas
Electricity
Electricity
Emissions
1 Symbols
Roman letters
An Annui ies for a given investment [-]
Ai,j,p Area of the pipe be ween nodes i and j of network p [m2]
B Arbitrarily big value
Caw Investment costs for air/water heat pump(s) [CHF]
Cboiler Annual investment costs for the boiler(s) [CHF/year]
Cfix Fix part of the investment costs for a given device [CHF]
Cgas Total annual natural gas costs [CHF/year]
cgas Natur gas costs [CHF/kWh]
Cgrid Total nnual grid cos s [CHF/ye r]
cgrid Grid costs [CHF/kWh]
C inv Investment co ts of a given device [CHF]
C inan Annual investment costs of a given device [CHF/year]
Cpipes Total a nual costs for the piping [CHF/year]
Cprop Fix part of the investment costs for a given device [CHF/kW]
Cref Invest ent costs of a device chosen as reference [CHF]
Cww Investment costs for water/water he t pump(s) [ ]
CO2
gas t l annual CO2 emissions due to the combustion of natural gas [kg/year]
co2gas CO2 emissions due to the combustion of na ural gas [kg/kWh]
CO2
grid Total annual CO2 emissions due to the consumption of electricity from the grid [kg/year]
co2grid CO2 emissions due to the consumption of electricity from the grid [kg/kWh]
COPhp Coe⇤cient of performance of the central heat pump
COP awt,k Coe⇤cient of performance for the air/water heat pump during period t at node k [-]
COPwwt,k Coe⇤cient of performance for a water/water heat pump during period t at node k [-]
cp Is ba ic specific h at [kJ/(K· kg)]
Disti,j Distance between nodes i and j [m]
Ht Number of hours in period t [hour]
Econst,k Electricity c nsumption during period t at node k [kW]
Eexpt,e Eletricity exported to the grid during period t by device e [kW]
Egridt,k Electricity bought from the grid during period t by node k [kW]
Eawt,k Electricity consumed by the air/water heat pump during period t at node k [kW]
Ewwt,k Electricity consumed by the water/water heat pump during period t at node k [kW]
Elosst Electricity losses during period t [kW]
Epumpt Pumping power for the network during period t [kW]
Etecht,k,e ctricit produc or consume ring period t at no e k by device e [kW]
Fs Scaling factor [-]
Fm Maintenance factor [-]
Gast Natural gas consumption during period t [kg]
Lmine Minimum allowable part-load of device e [-]
Mbuildt,k Wate irculating during period t through the building at node k, to heat it up [kg/s]
Mpipet,i,j,p Water flowing during period , from node i to node j, in network p [kg/s]
Mmaxi,j,p Maximum flow of water between nodes i and j, in network p, over all periods [kg/s]
M techt,k Water being heated up by the device(s) during period t, at node k [kg/s]
MT techt,k Water flowing through a device during period t at node k to be re-heated, times its temperature [(kg/s)K]
2
1 Symbols
Roman letters
An Annui ies for a given investment [-]
Ai,j,p Area of the pipe between nodes i and j of network p [m2]
B Arbitrarily big value
Caw Investment costs for air/water heat pump(s) [CHF]
Cboiler A nual investment costs for the boiler(s) [CHF/year]
Cfix Fix par of the inv stm t cost for a given device [CHF]
Cgas Total annual natural gas costs [CHF/year]
cgas Natural gas costs [CHF/kWh]
Cgrid Total annual grid costs [CHF/year]
cgrid Grid costs [CHF/kWh]
C inv Investment costs of a given device [CHF]
i
an Annual inve ment costs of a given device [CHF/year]
pipes Total a nual costs for the piping [CHF/year]
rop Fix part of the inves ment costs for a given device [CHF/kW]
ref Investmen costs of a device ch sen as reference [CHF]
ww Investment costs for water/water heat pump(s) [CHF]
CO2
gas Tot l annual CO2 emissions due to the combustion of natural gas [kg/year]
co2gas CO2 emissions due to t e combustion of natural gas [kg/kWh]
CO2
grid Total annual CO2 emissions due to the consumption of electricity from the grid [kg/year]
co2grid CO2 emission due to the onsumption of electricity from the grid [kg/kWh]
COPhp Coe⇤ci of per mance of th central heat pump
COP awt,k Coe⇤cient of perfor ance for the air/water heat pump during period t at node k [-]
COPwwt,k Coe⇤cient of performance f r a at r/water heat pump during pe iod t at node k [-]
cp Isobaric specific heat [kJ/(K· kg)]
Disti,j Distance between nodes i and j [m]
t Number of hours in period t [hour]
cons
t, Electricity consumption during period t at node k [kW]
Eletricity exported to the grid during period t by d vice e [kW]
i Electricity bought from the grid during period t by node k [kW]
t, Electricity consumed by the air/water heat pump during period t at node k [kW]
t,k Electricity consumed by the water/water heat pump during period t at node k [kW]
loss
t Electricity losses during period t [kW]
Epumpt Pumping power for the network during period t [kW]
Etecht,k,e Electricity p oduced or consumed during period t at ode k by device e [kW]
Fs Scaling fact r [-]
Fm Maintenan e factor [-]
Gast Natural gas consumption during period t [kg]
Lmine Minimum allowable part-load of device e [-]
Mbuildt,k Water circulating during period t through the building at node k, to heat it up [kg/s]
pipe
t,i,j,p Wat flowing during period t, from node i to node j, in network p [kg/s]
max
i,j,p Maximum flow of water between nodes i and j, in network p, over all periods [kg/s]
tech
t,k Water being heated up by the device(s) during period t, at node k [kg/s]
MT tech,k Water flowing through a device during period t at node k to be re-heated, times its temperature [(kg/s)K]
2
Industry
Power!
plant
Waste!
treat.
Fuel plant.
 . [5]  Francois Marechal, Celine Weber, and Daniel Favrat. Multi-Objective Design and Optimisation of Urban Energy Systems, pages 39–81. Number ISBN: 978-3-527-31694-6. Wiley, 2008.                     
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Fuel-Cell GT
Domestic 
Hot water tanks
Heat pump/HVACElectrical gridNatural gas grid
Buildings 
Small industries
Virtual power plant Operation 73
Smart Optimal Predictive Control Management Box
Price
T ambient
Comfort 
T/Air 
People 
Light
T storage
Batteries
PV
Solar panels
Heating/Cooling 
tanks
Reserve
Cons. profiles
Big Data grid
Water grid
Meteo
Smart info (WIFI-GPS-GSM)
T storage
Mass
Waste Water Grid
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High electrcity cost during the afternoon 
Storage tank = 200 m3
Low cost cost during the afternoon 
Storage tank = 200 m3
Heating : 72315 kWh 
Electricity : 77897 kWhe 
Electricity in : 99596 kWhe 
Electricity out : 8710 kWhe !
Low price period 
Electricity in : 19345 kWhe
Electricity out : 5650 kWhe 
Electricity bought : 62894 kWhe !
Low price period 
Electricity out : 4407 kWhe 
Electricity in : 1269 kWhe 
Balance : -3138 kWhe
Storage :  22480 kWhe/day 
10 hours of operation
Process integration : do not use batteries 74
CHP : 2000 kWe 
Heat pump : 2000 kWe 
Storage 200 m3
Demand mean heating power = 3000 kW
Storage filling at night
Empty storage tanks before cheap elec price
Fill storage tanks during cheap elec price
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Electro Thermal Storage (ETES - ABB) 75
Thermal engine
Heat pump
140 bar
25-30 bar
25-120 °C
Round-trip  eff.: 60%
Morandin, Matteo, François Maréchal, Mehmet Mercangöz, and Florian Buchter. “Conceptual Design of a Thermo-Electrical Energy Storage System Based 
on Heat Integration of Thermodynamic Cycles – Part B: Alternative System Configurations.” Energy 45, no. 1 (September 2012): 386–396..
Hot Water Storage 
Transcritical CO2 cycles
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ETES & district heating/cooling 76
District heating supply
Solar Heat!
Waste heat
Round-trip  eff.: 60% 
Waste heat : 40 %
Heat from the environment
CO2 network CO2 network
Heat to the environment
District cooling supply
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Long term electricity storage by converting electricity to fuel 77
⌘c =
 CH4 LHV
 E+
= 85%
WOOD Natural Gas CO2 (pure)
+ 4 H2 + CH4 - CO2
Electricity form the grid 
max 0.50kWe/kWSNG
Storage as transportation fuel
Gassner, M., and F. Maréchal. Energy 33, no. 2 (2008) 189–198.
+ 2 H2O
+ 2 O2
CO2 H2O
SUN
NUTRIENTS
TREES
Carbon source
 E+ + 4H2O
Power to gas concept
1.33 kW
1.0-1.5 kW
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• H2 electrolysis integrated in SNG process 
– CO2 emissions are negative (wood carbon neutral, CO2 is captured) 
!
!
!
!
• CH4 conversion NGCC (CO2 = 0 because C biogenic)  
!
!
!
!
• Roundtrip efficiency 
!
!
!
• Long term storage on the gas grid !
Round trip efficiency of electrcity storage 78
⌘d =
E 
CH4+LHV
= 60%
⌘ =
E 
E+
= 50%
⌘c =
 CH4 LHV
 E+
= 85%
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• Hybrid gas turbine SOFC combined cycle 
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
• Round trip with long term storage on gas 
grid and decentralised production
If Electricity production efficiency increases 79
Facchinetti, Emanuele, Daniel Favrat, and François Marechal. “Innovative Hybrid Cycle Solid Oxide Fuel Cell-
⌘d =
E 
CH4+LHV
= 80%
⌘ =
E 
E+
= 68%
80%
12%100%
A battery is 80%
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L: 48.3 b - V: 47.3 b 
CO2 : 48 b
Hvap = 180 kJ/kg
T = 15°C -13 °C
Liq :0.8 kg/l
Vap:0.15 kg/l
Central plant
Pressure regulation
Exchange with the environment
User:
Air Conditioning
User:
Space Heating
Cross section = Cross section water/4
418  E. I. Al-musleh et al. 
volume of liquid hydrogen is comparable to the Methane-cycle storage volume, the 
Methane-cycle is associated with higher storage efficiency of almost 55 % relative to 
liquid hydrogen storage efficiency of ~33%.  Compressed methane was also 
investigated as an alternative mean of storage for the Methane-cycle. For this case the 
methane gas storage volume (at 205 bar and 31 °C) was found to be higher than 
methane liquid volume  by a factor of ~ 3.6.
 
Figure 1 Methane-cycle 
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SOFC-GT
SUN to Fuel!
Solid Oxide co-electrolysis
Roundtrip = 80 %
Seasonal storage !
Liquid CH4
Liquid CH4Liquid CO2
Liquid CO2
Charging : Summer
Discharging : Winter
Using waste heat for heating/cooling purposes
Al-musleh et. al, Computer Aided Chemical Engineering, 2013.
Land m2 constrains
Grids & process intensification
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• Simultaneous design 
– Equipment & control 
– How to evaluate the profit ? 
• The system becomes a market player 
• System operation 
– Predictive operation & control 
•Meteorological information 
•Presence 
•Functionalities (e.g. light, refrigeration, comfort) 
•Interconnection infrastructure 
•Flexibility/Robustness 
•Multi scale : 100 ms -> hours ->  days -> Week -> Seasons 
– Identification of buffers 
– Networks of networks 
•Multi-levels grids (e.g. Voltage) 
•Internet of things 
– Big data integration 
•Machine learning for better predictions 
– Market integration
Open questions : Energy storage 81
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Smart engineers/ Smart Businesses / Smart systems
82
Smart metering 
• Electricity consumptions 
• Heating/cooling 
• Renewable energy
Smart command 
• WIFI set points 
• Tracking 
• Distance management
Smart Control 
• Adaptative 
• Optimal 
• Fitted 
• Renewable energy 
integration 
• Demand side Management 
Price signals
Consumption profile
Power/Energy reserveSm
ar
t o
pt
im
al 
co
nt
ro
l a
nd
 m
an
ag
em
en
t b
ox
Equipment 
• Heat pump 
• Cogeneration 
• PV 
• Batteries 
• Storage tanks 
• Thermal solar 
• HVAC 
• Refrigeration
Users 
• Power plants 
• Industry 
• Buildings 
• District systems 
• Storage
Building stocks/micro grids
Retrofit
Refurbishment
Sizing
Energy services
Services
Buildings Building complexes Small and medium industries District Heating
Renewable energy solutions
Smart engineers
Smart SystemsEﬃciency
Design
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Global Issues!
2014Energy transition for a household
Gas grid
CCGT
Electricity
Heat
Boiler
Natural Gas
7 l/100 km
27 kJ
9 kJ
53 kJ100
Electrical grid
Today’s consumption : 100 kJ of Natural Gaz
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The energy system for a household
Sustainable energy system
Tomorrow : Using wood and Renewable energy resources
Wood => Synthetic Natural Gas : 75% 
Natural gas => Electricity  (SOFC-GT): 80% 
Electrical cars :   11 kWh/100 km
-50%
2 ha of sustainable forest/family
700 $/cap
Wood/biowate
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The energy system for the household
Electricity
SOFC-GT
4.7 l/100 km
WOOD2SNG
Wood
Natural
gas
District heating
Solar heat
Gas grid
Heat pump
Electrical grid
DHW & 
Heating
Hybrid SNG
1.9 kJ
 15 kJ
10 kJ
4 kJe
31 kJ
2.5 kJ
6 kJ
23 kJ
0.9 kJe
District heating
18 kJ
 15 kJ
Renovated 
building
Gas grid
CCGT
Electricity
Heat
Boiler
Natural Gas
7 l/100 km
27 kJ
9 kJ
53 kJ100
Electrical grid• 31 kJ of renewable energy replaces 100 kJ of fossil fuel 
• Decentralised & Centralised equipment 
• Cogeneration 
• Optimal management 
• Waste heat integration by district heating 
• Understand the process system integration 
• Technologies 
• Services
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• Integrate technologies 
– Model the interactions by mass and heat integration 
– Use of Multi-objective optimisation to generate the list of solutions 
•  Integrate services 
– Multi-services  
• fuel/heat/electricity/storage/waste treatment 
– Optimal management 
• Integrate knowledge 
– Reveals the inter-disciplinarity 
• Integrate the system 
– Waste heat valorisation 
– System boundaries extension 
• Integrate the renewable energy resources 
– Use of Biogenic carbon as an energy carrier/storage
Energy transition needs smart process systems engineers 86
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Smart Energy transition needs 
Smart Process system engineers ! 
!
Smart Process system engineers needs 
Methods to solve complex problems 
!
!
So that they are not complex anymore …
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